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This thesis is a narrative exploration o f ethics in ornithological fieldwork presented as a
series o f personal essays. Its contents are personal as well as philosophical. I examine
the practices o f field science and compare them to the ways in which we perceive our
own bodies as objectifiable life. This is not explicit, but found in issues o f objectivity,
invasive investigation, and devaluation o f intuitive knowledge. I conclude that our
perception o f other beings and the practices we use to relate to them are reflected in our
perceptions o f ourselves, and that the results o f practices that cause suffering do not serve
us in the search for harmony between “man” and “nature.” The impetus for change
within human society is examined as an activity o f the heart, not o f the rational mind that
receives scientific data. As such, I see changing our behavior toward the environment as
a human process that must begin within each o f us, not because the birds provide proof of
their decline through data, but because we value birds and humans and life itself.
These issues are addressed in six major chapters in addition to an introduction o f my
ideas and a concluding epilogue. The first chapter is a journey to Latin America where I
discover not only birds but gain my first insight into biological science and objectivity.
The second and third chapters are chronicles o f my first two experiences working as a
field ornithologist. They introduce some o f the practices o f field science and my own
questions as to the moral legitimacy o f invasive study. Chapter four is more personal in
nature. It contrasts my experiences working as an ornithologist with my experience as a
bulimic and anorexic. Chapter five is one o f meditative reconciliation. It looks at the
process o f understanding and the kinds o f knowing we value as a society and as
scientists. Finally, the sixth chapter brings these experiences together and begins to
address my th o u ^ ts on the applicability o f scientific information as a tool for
conservation. Overall, this work is one woman’s experience o f life, birds, and science. It
delves into meditation, childhood, and observation as well as fieldwork, understanding,
and compassion.
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Introduction

This thesis is a series o f personal essays exploring my experiences working in the
field with birds. And birds are the medium through which I speak o f my own history.
They are the feathered link between my innocent view o f nature and the craving for
innocence inside myself. The essays form a record o f one flight toward understanding—
a journey o f introduction, rapture, disillusion, and reconciliation. My thesis is really an
attempt to reconcile what I have seen and done to the birds with what I have come to feel
is ethical behavior. And, as I near the completion o f this project, it has become apparent
that the answers reside inside my own heart and mind. No one can help me decide once
and for all whether ornithological fieldwork is good or bad. In fact, there is no such
division and no such clarity. Each moment must be lived and felt. That means each
impulse to know more about the world must be examined for its merits and its costs.
On a surface level, scientific research does make such evaluations, but at the
deeper level o f the heart I think much is dismissed as sentimentality or squeamishness.
Compassion can be a guiding light for decisions, but it has to begin within each o f us or
we will not be able to be compassionate with other beings. I have written personal essays
for just this reason—without a basis for understanding myself I could not come to an
understanding o f my feelings working with the birds.
I believed in science. Everything school taught led me to believe that through
science humanity would arrive at an understanding o f the world and itself. We lacked
only the information and the techniques for gathering it. The answers to our questions
would come through study, and there would be no limit to our knowledge. Science was
the way to know, to see things as they really are, and to discover possibility in the world.
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It was adventure and excitement, challenge and rigor. That is what I thought I was
learning in college as a biology student. The idea o f finding deeper understanding
motivated me to travel to Latin America to enter realms o f life that science had just begun
to explore. Somehow, the notion o f achieving personal understanding became tied to
empirical study. If I could learn to see the workings o f nature and my relationship to it,
perhaps I could understand myself.
What I encountered was not the process I expected. Instead o f being more careful
with the world and its inhabitants, it seemed that scientists feel they have a special
privilege to disturb reality and change or control its functioning to get answers to the
questions they want to ask. They believe in the value o f their findings so sincerely that
they are willing to inflict suffering. The process o f bird banding often shocks non
scientists; they wonder at the reasoning behind such procedures. Trapping and
numbering other creatures horrifies something deep inside us. We don’t want to see birds
in cages or hear £Ü30ut the time a mist net was accidentally left open, killing warblers and
chickadees indiscriminately for an afternoon. Fieldwork is not always nice or pleasant. I
did not understand this when I began working in the field.
Science has been given the power o f ultimate truth in this culture, and so that is
where I sought it. I was not really looking for data. I wanted spirit and connection. I
sought to understand the birds so well that I became a part o f them and entered into the
innocence and phenomenal reality I saw taking place all around me, but could never seem
to feel myself. My motivation for participation in science was to save forests and birds,
and to be in those places, meeting the subjects o f our studies. I wanted to know them
personally and feel the connection between my life and sheer survival. Honestly, I was a
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lover o f birds, not an investigator steeped in scientific method. Yet I still believed
science held a key that would open the door to understanding so wide that the mysteries
o f my own life would be revealed. I hoped to be gathering data that would open that door
not only for myself, but for all people, so everyone could see the beauty o f the world and
feel their connection to nature.
The reality o f what I was actually doing and whom the data was reaching took a
long time to sink in. I worked job after job, willing to live with scratched and bleeding
hands and trusting that the information would become more than numbers. It was
supposed to take on form and significance after a few years, and then people would be
able to use it. But as birds died in my fingers and chattered in alarm at my approach, I
grew suspicious. What exactly were we going to conclude from these studies when they
were finished; and who would read them? I pestered my lead biologist and wrote a letter
to the head o f the Institute for Bird Populations, but no one could tell me how these
moments in the field would add up to change. Finally, I was forced to come to the
conclusion that no one knew how this set o f answers would affect people.
I began to look at my own response to information. The ideas that make me
change my daily habits and become more responsible toward the environment were the
ones I was after. Most o f those ideas are formed from moments o f strong emotion. The
feelings that make me willing to alter my life are straight from the heart. I did not want
to save birds because I knew that so many millions die in migration due to phone wires
and picture windows, pesticides and pet cats. I wanted to save them because I have a
deep feeling for birds themselves. The cause o f their extinction or decline, the sheer
numbers needlessly dying each year would not have mattered if I had never come to love
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them. Love is a strong word, but I believe that it may be applied to anything we care
about enough to restructure our daily pattern o f living. I did not get that deep feeling by
reading my biology textbook or growing up watching nature programs.
It took having an experience o f birds as individuals, feeling their native joy in life
as well as their rush to survive, to open a place in my own heart that knows those
feelings. I wanted to share in the feeling, and birds reminded me of my own wish to sing
as the sun comes up and to fly th o u ^ the sky. Love is incredibly selfish and personal
when it begins. But as it extends and grows it has the power to change us. That is what I
found happening in myself as I spent more and more time noticing the birds and allowing
myself to feel the force o f their lives in my own. I mark seasons by birdsong and am glad
to find them everywhere I travel. I can rely on the birds.
Science, as a recently developed lens for viewing our world, does not seem so
reliable. Scientists themselves are uncertain as to the true meaning o f their studies, and
the practice o f gathering data becomes more and more controlled as they try to sift
understanding out o f facts and figures. In the end, birds and scientists both suffer the
rigors o f the process. None o f us can live up to the statisticians’ needs. None o f us are so
consistent. Birds and humans are living beings. And the birds know no more about how
we should live our lives than we do about how they feel living theirs. It is time to stop
asking them for answers. As incredible as it may seem, I would ask that we fold our mist
nets for the last time and find an alternate use for their fibers. I do not think that what
they capture will translate into the kind o f love and compassion that are required for
human kind to change the trajectory o f our flight. We need to experience the world, not
read about it in a book or listen to reports o f its imminent destruction. As an abstract
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concept. Earth will not be saved. We cannot study it forever, expecting that daily human
life will somehow catch up with scientific reason. I think the place to begin is with
connection. Understanding comes when we feel connected to people, things, places, pets,
and nature— our home.
Intuition and internal knowing are often disregarded in this culture, and thus are
not mentioned in the scientific process, although it seems that many great scientific
discoveries have been made through the medium o f such undefinable patterns o f thought.
Each tool for learning, every path toward knowledge, has its function. The danger lies in
giving any one too much power and ignoring the internal knowledge that tells us what is
right and good. There is possibility for community and participation through science.
And there is the possibility o f coming to love what one observes so much that a
connection to all life is formed. That connection, whether you call it spirituality, or
understanding, or love, is an important first step in compassion.
I stopped working as a scientist when I realized that I was feeling more separate
from the birds, not closer to them. I had to create objectivity, to impart a reality that did
not feel real in my heart, in order to be able to actively do with my head and my hands
what scientific fieldwork asked o f me. It took a lot o f harsh lessons for me to finally lose
my belief that understanding would come if I was just good enough, if I learned it all
perfectly and was willing to sacrifice my selfish needs for the good o f the birds. I don’t
believe the birds want me to bleed for them. And I am sure they don’t want to bleed for
science.
I believe that when we capture birds in nets we place ourselves in nets and crimp
bands onto our own ankles. When we make objects o f other beings we allow ourselves to
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be objectified. We also become expendable and knowable. We treat ourselves as study
subjects, just as readily as we do the birds, and we limit our humanity in doing such
studies. We are forced to separate ourselves from our emotions and the birds’ screaming,
frightened reactions to our touch. This kind o f action cannot be the way to bring people
and other species back into a more harmonious relationship.
Our science is a reflection o f our willingness to objectify ourselves and treat other
humans as expendable casualties in the name o f progress or what we believe is right. We
want to control the world, to know all its parts and be able to study their finest detail so
that its consistent change no longer surprises us. We want to be able to trace each and
every strand in the web o f life. I think we have been hoping our knowledge will
somehow serve to make the world seem safer and more predictable. The greatest
challenge in any life is to stop seeking that control and start participating in simply living.
What I have experienced in my life is the source o f my ethics. I found myself
objectifying other creatures and invading their most intimate moments o f life, and it felt
too much like my own experience. I was sexually molested as a child; I suffered from
bulimia and anorexia as a teenager and adult. The need for control in my world was
extreme and its source was unknown to me, as I did not fully remember the molestation I
suffered until my 28* birthday. Science could not give me answers I did not realize I was
asking. Much o f my pain comes from having entered into a world o f scientific endeavor
under false pretenses. At the time I thought I was in the right place— being with the birds
felt right. But I was not committed to the ideals o f science enough to justify the practice
o f science. My history o f separation from the genuine responses and needs o f my own
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body overwhelmed me when I found that other creatures might suffer the same loss o f
control in my hands.
Science was not the door through which I could enter into the world o f the birds
and feel the wonder o f being alive. At first glance, it was, but once I became more
deeply involved, scientific fieldwork cut me o ff from that wonder and forced me to act in
ways I never would have toward any living being. Finding m yself pushed to see birds
though the cold lens o f objectivity, I began to see that I had been using this lens on my
own body for a long time. I was removed not only from the birds but also from my own
natural existence. Quitting science meant that I would not find understanding o f myself
within its vast body o f knowledge. The pain o f that separation has been a long time
mending. Science is not the only culprit. Society informs us, and feeds our views, as
does the child we were and the place we are now. This thesis is a reweaving o f my story.
It is a highly personal telling touched with the anger o f separation and the pain o f losing a
dream, but also with compassion for the good we want to do in the world—for the
believer in us all.
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Migrant

The green frog with orange eyes, crouched in a salmon pink mushroom, was
mesmerizing. I encountered it innocently enough, daydreaming in front o f the biology
office, letting my eyes wander over the notices and posters. But the frog jumped out at
me and lured me in to its world. The neotropical rainforest. I imagined thick vines and
twisted trees; soon I was following jaguar prints only to be distracted by a delicate yellow
orchid dangling from a low branch, and then by the piercing ciy o f an unknown creature
as it moved through the jungle. My courage rose with the sound and I continued on,
trusting the forest and my instinct for survival. The canopy in the picture was chaotic but
my purpose was far more straightforward among its multitudinous life forms than the
expectations I encountered each day walking the university halls.
I took an application. Once I had been accepted, I sprang the idea on my parents,
defending my dream to see the rainforest before it was gone as a good career move—the
neotropical rainforest was practically unexplored territory for botanists. I could discover
a new species in Costa Rica or become an ethnobotanist, and I would finally be able to
experience firsthand what I was learning in the classroom. It would be an ideal summer.
Somehow, months later, I was on a plane, flying into the mysterious unknown.
A field station in the Monteverde Cloud Forest was to serve as home base. For
me, the prospect o f a dwarfen forest that lived o ff the clouds was magical; I could not
wait to get o ff the bus crowded with undergraduate students and gear that had just wound
its way up over slippery mud for two hours. The view over steep edges into lush valleys
had been spectacular, but I needed my feet on the ground. There were no safety rails on
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the road, and busloads o f students passed truckloads o f cattle or minivans o f tourists
wherever they encountered them, curving their way up to the famous reserve. All
twenty-five o f us spilled off the old orange school bus and looked back. From that
elevation you could see the Necoya Peninsula, blue ocean sparkling in the far distance
out beyond farmers' fields, volcanic rock, and forest— what appeared to be unbroken
carpets o f broccoli all the way to the coast.
We had been traveling the country for ten days, visiting different climactic zones
and types o f tropical forest, and I was enthralled with the tangle o f vines and unfamiliar
sounds. Two American scientists, who talked o f what seemed to be nothing but birds and
insects, were our guides in this foreign land. I wanted to know the plants, the flowers and
the mushrooms. They continued to lecture on the importance o f birds, their migratory
routes their feeding habits, etc. Finally, in frustration, and based on the reactions o f
classmates, I spoke against the prospect o f another lecture on birds. There was no rain
that day to drown out my voice under the metal roof and none o f my classmates, so vocal
among peers, echoed my words. They fell like the big waxy tropical leaves onto the
cluttered forest floor. But they did not vanish; the lecture topic changed and my teachers
did not speak to me for days.
People thought I was either gutsy or tactless. I thought I was right to ask for a
more diverse understanding o f the forest. But I was devastated; following behind the
teachers, hearing every word and asking every question I could, had been my place. It
was not that I didn’t like birds. There was just so much more out there, so much that did
not fly away before you could get binoculars adjusted and flip through the 750 or so
species in the book to identify that particular little yellow bird. Everyone else remained
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silent. They talked among themselves or saw the teachers in private, and seemed to
accept their scientific authority. The forest was the only place I forgot to be
uncomfortable about myself.
We had a lot o f time to study and work on individual research projects. I spent
mine in the forest, using every fi'ee moment to explore the convoluted trail system around
the field station. Paths took me up over the crest o f the hill where the trees got ever
shorter and bamboo began to fill in the spaces between epiphyte-laden trunks. Alone, I
was free to challenge my ability to discover the fungi and find recognizable flowers. I
experimented with my own feces, leaving a mass o f rich wastes for dung beetles, who
appeared the next day to roll up little balls o f it and bury each with an egg. Everything I
did, every step I took, had repercussions. And the forest itself, as lush and abundant as it
appeared to be, was a fine balance. Here it was apparent to me that a single careless
moment, a snake coiled on a slippery tree trunk, could mean the end o f life as I knew it.
Overlooking any part could prove fatal, and I was more alive alone in the forest than I
ever could be with other people. Their watching eyes frightened me far more than the
green, blue or red glint o ff o f an unknown rainforest dweller in the night.
I was up early with the howler monkeys’ first deep territorial rumbles at five a m.
Missing the dawn chorus o f forest sounds was a sin I rarely committed, even if I Just lay
in bed to listen. Adventure screamed through the window and called me out. I wanted to
see everything, to touch and taste and smell whatever offered itself. My encounters with
White-Faced Capuchin Monkeys were so close that I could see their facial expressions
and the leathery pads on their fingers through my binoculars. They passed overhead
while I squatted, still and silent, in the leaf litter for hours looking at fungi for my
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research project. Every day there seemed to be a new color or shape to identify.
Mushrooms kept me fascinated, each delicate set o f gills and smooth stem or slimy cap.
Some I recognized as puffballs, and the famous gelatinous, red egg-like fungi could be
found right along the trail, but mostly I was at a loss. There was no guidebook for the
country or even for Central American fungi. I was participating in unlimited, unknown
possibility.
Here everything grew on a scale that often made the world unrecognizable for
what it was. Leaves I could use as umbrellas and vines as thick as large willow saplings,
or frogs so tiny and brilliant they could be passed o ff as bits o f moss and bark. At night,
glass frogs, transparent enough to see their hearts beating red blood through veins, would
sing. Their sweet notes came intermittently like water dripping from leaves, clear, pure,
high sounds that filled the air with their numbers, subduing any anxiety the rest o f the day
might produce. Hummingbirds surprised me, suddenly appearing in view, examining my
visage from the front, side, and back before moving on to more promising flowers. I
never knew if my red hair attracted them or not; a friend dressed in a red sweatshirt once
had a hummer fly in to taste his ear canal, the long tongue tickling as it darted in and out.
The forest was a gentle place, and mysterious as well as potentially dangerous, but never
did it reveal itself completely to anyone and no one had the same experience o f it. For
me, no two hikes were ever alike.
Birders, people who sought only a glimpse o f the next avian specimen on their
list, were a curious species that I had never encountered before the tropics. I could
appreciate one o f the students who had fallen in love with the birds so deeply that he
awoke before dawn to see and hear whatever he could. We all appreciated M ark’s four
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a.m. enthusiasm and felt happy for him even as we declined his invitations. I had felt
predatory just taking a photograph o f the hummingbird we caught in a mist net for class,
trapped and silenced as it was in my teacher’s gentle hands. The culture built around
birding was a strange mixture o f the hunter’s quest, the search for beauty, and the urge to
compete— creating long life-lists o f species identified and a fervor for the activity that
went beyond its pleasure in the moment.
The most sought-after bird in Monteverde was the Resplendent Quetzal, and for
good reason. It has a rich scarlet breast that contrasts with a shimmering green head and
back. Large birds, they have tail feathers that trail down for up to two feet, gently curling
at the ends. Quetzals eat wild avocados and almost nothing else. This makes thenfeeding grounds easy to locate. Tour guides and bird enthusiasts singled out certain trees
as sure places to find them.
We passed by one farmer’s field, with its “aguacate” trees, fairly often, usually on
the way to do a project or visit a local biologist. More prominent than the avocados were
the strangler figs, perfect trees for nest sites but useless for lumber as their trunks were a
twist o f roots that had strangled the original tree as they grew together. Never had we
seen the Quetzals there, but some group or other never failed to be on the lookout. They
would have arrived at four a.m., before first light, and already be a little punchy when we
walked by at eight or so. One chilly morning, as we trouped by along the dirt road, there
were five or six tourists with sore arms and cold fingers, standing transfixed in front of
the two largest trees on the property. Constant whispered flutters about perhaps having
seen red breast feathers inside the birds’ round chiseled nest hole kept the group focused.
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We were headed to an ant nest that had been under study for over seven years.
L eaf Cutter Ants build underground caverns that can range up to three or four meters in
diameter. Nothing grows on the surface o f these places and well-worn pathways
surround them. The ants literally troop in and out from a few directions so often that they
create trails. Some travel underground for a ways then open up, often forming
depressions in the forest floor an inch or two deep. From these they branch out in search
o f leaves to bring back to the nest. The ants don’t eat the leaves, they feed them to a
fungus, and that is what they live on. Basically, it is a giant mushroom cultivation
project, and the ants are incredible engineers. They have even evolved several sizes and
body types to better perform the specific functions o f leaf cutting, defense, and farming.
We were looking at how long it takes a specific ant to return to the nest with a leaf. That
entailed marking the ants with a little dab o f colored paint and waiting. It was a messy
business. Some workers died o f falling paint globs or got their legs stuck to themselves
or objects around them. Our paintbrushes were useless and we resorted to tiny twigs. But
even with such fine instruments we were clumsy. The active insects were difficult to
make into color-coded objects o f study.
After a few hours o f observation we started back toward the station and lunch. To
my amazement, the birders were still there, their arms sorer and their glimpses o f the
Quetzal just at fleeting and uncertain. They just stood there. For five or six hours the
Quetzals had been trapped in their nest hole, unable to come out and breakfast on the tiny
wild avocados. Was this a love o f birds? In my mind, the birds were not going to come
out—not while it appeared they were the focus o f several large mammals’ complete
attention. What did they expect fi-om these birds once they did see them, and where was
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the thrill o f participation in such an artificial encounter? I was at a loss. Was I the only
one seeking connection, some feeling o f understanding for myself as something other
than an object o f scrutiny?

When I got home to Portland, Oregon, in late August, something was missing. It
took a few days for me to realize that what I missed the very most was the chorus o f birds
and monkeys that had celebrated the dawn with me for three months. I had bought a
cassette recording o f “The Sounds o f Monteverde,” but it was a poor substitute. I worked
toward one goal for the next year—going back. All the while, a part o f me stayed in
Costa Rica and would not give up the pleasure o f solitary discovery or the connection I
had felt in the forest.
When I graduated, I got a job on Mt. St. Helens for the summer, working on a
plant survey crew for the Forest Service. It taught me a little about the nature o f
fieldwork. We spent our days hiking to desolate but reviving parts o f the volcano and
squinting through hand lenses at emerging conifers, or identifying the confusion o f grass
species returning ten years after the eruption. I was surprised to find that field biologists
went wherever they wanted to on the mountain. We trampled sensitive soils that were off
limits to tourists and dusted over our tracks so they wouldn’t follow the telltale footprints.
Time pressure and objective analysis o f the vegetation were our concerns, not the world
we were impacting in our haste to gather the information needed to protect the fragile
lakeshore from fishermen and the backcountry from thoughtless campers.
That summer was also an introduction to birders my age, and their enthusiasm
somehow rubbed off on me. Weasy and Peter had just completed an ornithology class.
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We watched Bald Eagles fishing in the reservoir behind our cabin and found a nesting
Spotted Sandpiper bobbing alone at the shoreline o f our alpine campsite. Weasy amazed
me by identifying Oregon Juncos in flight from the white tail feathers alone. Missing the
celebratory songs o f the tropical morning had created a deeper longing: I wanted to know
the birds. When my summer on the mountain was over, I gathered my savings, packed
my gear and my new bird book, and flew back to Costa Rica.

An ecotourism hotel on the Osa Peninsula hired me as a naturalist guide. The
jungle around Marenco Biological Station was the largest tract o f wild tropical forest left
in the country, and wealthy tourists came to see it in comfort, staying at the lodge rather
than entering Corcovado National Park directly. Danillo hired me last, a final addition to
the guides for the season. The first time I reached the top o f the stairway spiraling up
from the beach where boats landed tourists, I met a monkey in Danillo’s office. It was a
baby Howler Monkey that reached out from the warm spot nestled and swaddled in a
hammock to climb its way into Lucia’s long brown hair. Tangled near her ear, it looked
out, brown eyes bulging. Lucia had found it on the forest floor while giving a tour. We
could only assume the troop had abandoned it to its fate. It suffered from parasitic larvae,
but other than being too thin, it seemed unharmed. The baby had been sleeping with
Lucia for three nights, and she could hardly bear to be away from its little padded fingers
and the feel o f its tail wrapped securely around her arm.
A Scarlet Macaw also lived at Marenco. She had once been a pet in the city. Her
mate died flying into a picture window, and she had begun to lose her color, turning a
sickly pink. Gertrude was in her third year o f recovery and her feathers now reflected red
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in the hot sun. She spoke Spanish, but on her terms, only to people she felt comfortable
with. I never got more than “Ao/a,” from her, but sometimes I would hear her practicing.
She repeated whole sentences, working out their pronunciation as her favorite Tico
(Costarican’s slang for themselves), Juan, said them. But Juan was not there. She’d ask,
“Do you want to go take a bath?” over and over, in private. She never joined the wild
macaws either, preferring to circle freely with them, then remain behind to receive tidbits
o f food from the tiny man who was the only one she allowed to care for her. She seemed
nearly his length, perched on his fingers, chewing gently on his mustache.
At Marenco, each evening before dinner, the guides held a meeting. We talked
about our tours, reported animal sightings, and decided on the itinerary for the next day.
Pablo and Lucia were a Costa Rican couple earning degrees in biology. Lucia had
already been to school for acting, a skill far more valuable here that anything she had
learned in a lab. She and Pablo were hilarious, miming the expressions o f the tourists as
they met sea snakes, spiny trees, and papaya for the first time. Lee was another gringo.
He laughed and joked with Pablo as fluently in Spanish as English, often leaving me
uncertain whether I had missed the punch line or just didn’t get the joke. There were six
o f us altogether. We went to dinner as a group and sat around one o f the circular tables in
the open-air dining hall.
The food was served buffet style, with servers scooping piles of rice, chicken,
and vegetables onto your tray. I vetoed the chicken and hoped for extra veggies, a
vegetarian option, or that dessert would be flan and that my server would indulge me in a
second piece, which they occasionally did. During dinner we introduced ourselves to the
new tourists and described the details o f the tour. As the extra guide, I focused on my
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food, letting the others decide who got which tour group. Dreaming o f the birds I might
see in the morning, I was surprised when Pablo told me they had a tour with just two
people that no one else wanted to take. His wry smile should have tipped me off as he
explained that the Germans were having trouble understanding why they were going to
the park the next morning rather than the island. When I got to their table, the German
couple was frowning at an itinerary in front o f them. I had never seen an itinerary in the
hands o f tourists; it took a long time to explain that they would go both places, just not in
the order stated on the paper.
I often awoke with butterflies in my stomach. Every tour I gave made me
nervous. But the next morning was one o f particular internal distress. They were at the
beach precisely at 7a.m. Although I was there too, I knew we were on Tico time, and
when we left a long fifteen minutes later, the Germans did not know how lucky they
were. I did not know what I was going to say to this couple to loosen them up, and I
prayed for a slew o f animals to make my work easier. Instead, we saw nothing but
lizards, frogs, and ants. I spent a long time explaining the cast system among leaf cutters,
and pointed out not only the deep trails they create in the mud but also the huge clear
area—three meters in diameter—that delineated their nest. We watched the waving lines
o f leaves streaming down a tree trunk and back toward the nest. Sometimes an ant would
cut too big a piece and come twirling down with the leaf section instead o f muscling it
down the trunk. Tiny ants rode on some o f the leaves to fend o ff parasitic flies that plant
eggs in the abdomens o f the workers while they carry leaves. The soldier ants had
enormous heads and curved pincers that worked as well on fingers as they did on sticks.
I told the Germans how the Indians o f this region used to use the ants to create sutures.
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inducing them to bite by holding them over the edges o f a cut. When the big soldier ants
attacked the ragged skin, they twisting the body off, leaving the head in its vice-like grip.
To my surprise, he got out a tape recorder and began translating. She and I
developed a Spanglish that got us through most o f my stories while he recorded then
retold the walking palm, the strangler fig, and the local custom o f gathering palm fronds
only on full moon nights for roofing material. It is only at the full moon that worms
living in the stems come out to breed, and one can avoid using fronds that will soon be
full o f holes.
We had a fabulous time. I told every plant story I had, found spiders and showed
them the hollowed out tree that housed bats, climbing in with a flashlight to reveal to
them how it had rotted from within. The bats clung to the interior, occasionally
swooping down to avoid the beam o f light I held. They got it all on tape, their eyes
shining. It was as if I had given them a magic elixir. Instead o f the two stogy elders I
began the tour with, I was leading a couple o f kids around, smiling and peeking into
every crevice, wondering at every tree and vine in the forest.
That was one o f the best tours I ever gave. People make the tours. Most o f the
time they were apprehensive, their fear manifesting in short attention spans and reticence
to get dirty. But occasionally someone would come to play. Those were the people 1
loved to take, the ones who made me feel comfortable. I could spend hours in any one
spot, and knowing I had to keep moving and keep the information flowing removed me
from my own natural pace and enjoyment. I will always remember the man who, upon
seeing a troop o f Howler Monkeys, just sat down. He stretched his legs out, leaned back
on his elbows in the leaf litter and got ready to watch. I wanted to join him, but 1 knew I
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could not convince everyone else that something deadly poisonous was not waiting for
them under the leaves. We had to move on far too soon, as the others’ attention waned
and they started the shifting that signals a deep impatience or discomfort not even the
tropical jungle could extract from them.
The day I took a tour group out and found my enthusiasm met with boredom was
the day I realized my interest in birds had metamorphosed. A large swath o f Army ants
impeded our progress. They swarmed over the trail in a meter-wide march o f terror.
Panicked insects flew or ran for their lives, often meeting their doom not in the tearing
jaw s o f the ants but in the quick snap o f a bird’s bill. Several species o f birds routinely
follow army ant colonies when they are on the move. It’s a free lunch. At no other time
are the insects o f the forest more careless, leaping fi-om one danger to the next. I began to
point out the birds, two or three kinds o f rusty-brownish woodcreepers combing the
trunks for spiders, a pair o f Chestnut-backed Antbirds hopping through the twisted roots
and vines, and a small Tawny-throated Leaftosser. No questions reached my ears as I
pointed, taking the time to separate brown plumages and curved bills into individual
species. Finally, I spun around in my enthusiasm to see five mildly bored faces staring
back at me. The ecology o f birds following ants was nice, and the butterflies that
followed this whole procession were pretty, but they just weren’t on the list. That list o f
known things they could tell their friends about included toucans and macaws, not the ???
Woodcreeper or the Dotted-winged Ant???. I realized I had become a fanatic, and
finished my tour knowing my future was in the wings o f the birds.
Even visiting biologists seemed to have an agenda completely separate from the
reality o f the living forest. Once, I accompanied some snake biologists on a nighttime
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walk through the jungle, expecting to learn more about these elusive animals. But instead
o f watching or identifying them in the field they grabbed whatever it was, constrictor or
viper, stuffed it writhing into a bag, and kept the snakes for photos in the morning. I
learned nothing about snakes in their natural environment, even though we did see a few
up close that I might have never encountered. These people seemed to interact with the
forest about as much as the tourists did, using it only for their purposes, to check names
off a list. We had just been out for a little sport, a night o f hunting for species, not to
become more deeply involved with the intricacies o f the forest, but to separate out its
parts for examination. I vowed I would never become so distanced from the world
around me.
Once, a couple came for a tour and vented to go even though it was almost too
foggy to see the canopy shifting in the clouds. They were world-class birders, having
checked off over 5,000 species o f birds in their travels. In awe, I led them through the
mist, wishing I too had the resources to visit so many foreign lands and discover their
secrets. A huge, clumsy bird crashed through the branches. The Crested Guan was a
new species for them and lucky for me, its noise identifying it. I wanted to please them
and felt underqualified as their guide. Piercing the limits o f vision for two more new
additions to their life list, I was amazed by their gratitude, for although I knew by
familiarity what we had seen, I was not sure they caught more than a silhouette or
warbling voice emanating from the fog. I wondered how many birds on their list had
remained completely unknown to them and I did not share their fascination with making
a check mark in the appropriate box. My own book told me where I was and when I first
saw a bird, but those entries only appeared after I had identified it for myself. I wanted to
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feel the reality o f each new being I encountered and to see the world through its eyes for
a time. But I had to admit that this feeling o f possibility and the pleasure o f discovery
were addicting in and o f themselves.
I awoke to the House Wren. It sang every morning in the eves over my room,
reminding me that this world was different but possessed o f the same elements, and I
could experience familiar feelings any time in any place.

I wanted to be welcomed, approved of, accepted. And since that did not come
easily with people I sought it in the forest, with the birds and rain, the bromeliads and
monkeys. Only there, could I observe without objectifying. The forest was a place
where objectivity had never felt appropriate— although I had developed a kind o f selfextemalization and used it to examine my own ecology. I practiced objectivity among
humans too often, and the skill, while useful, did not free me or serve to locate my place
in society. I wanted a sense o f being inside a living place, a place where all beings were
connected to each other in infinite complexity. I wanted that feeling to take flight in my
soul.
Daniilo called me into his office one day. The shy Costa Rican sat on the edge o f
his desk, legs dangling. He began with difficulty, saying he had to discuss a complaint
with me. European tourists had reported me as offensive; my underarms were the source
o f their distaste. It was not that they were unshaven, but that they smelled and the smell
carried in the humid air. We were both chagrined. I felt like that was what underarms
naturally do in tropical climates, sweat. Daniilo felt obligated to solve the problem and
had collected a few half used containers o f deodorant that had been left by guides over
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the years. He had found some made for women and offered it to me, asking that I please
use it, unable to look me in the eye. Culturally this was an enormous leap for him; men
and women don’t often advise each other o f personal hygiene anywhere. He had been
forced completely out o f his element by the judgment o f our customers, people for whom
my presence was just another part o f the service— providing a pleasant tropical visit.
Loving every forested moment, I continued to seek places and sensations o f
connectedness, but even this neotropical paradise could not offer complete freedom. I
did not wish to remain a participant in objectification, and yet it trailed along with me,
behind me, in the expectant faces o f tourists and before my own eyes. Scientific
objectivity had taught me a lot about seeing and examining my world. However, I could
also feel a separation occurring, observer removed from subject. That separation seemed
to allow much o f fieldwork to occur, ants dying in paint and snakes twisting in bags. I
did not gain the understanding o f the world I wished from knowledge gathered as rational
observer. And I certainly did not want that kind o f objectivity turned on me—yet it was
the sword o f comparison I so often used against myself.
Before breakfast I often walked from the row o f palm frond huts through the
forest to a large snag and lay down on an enormous fallen log. I knew they would be
there even before I arrived, and did not go when I could not hear them. Mealy Parrots
made that tree their morning meeting place and it was just as raucous as a busy New
York coffee shop. They screamed their greetings, flying in to displace their buddies, and
circling for good positions from witch to gurgle and yelp, chatter and squeak the day’s
news. I had no idea parrot language was so varied and complex. A computer could not
generate this range o f clicks and trills at random, let alone in such a beautiful chaotic
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order. They tolerated me there, just watching and listening. It was rare to see them so
clearly, as they usually remained green feathers in green leaves, invisible except for a
brief trembling then a burst o f flight. If I was lucky, my favorite purple iridescent
hummingbird with a green throat and white thigh patches would fly down to my level.
The Crowned Woodnymph hovered close, fearless.
At times, when I stayed past the morning parrot club, the frog sound would begin
again. The little chirping croak disturbed me. It sounded just like a glass frog, except
that it called in the daytime and it moved, fast. One afternoon my position on the smooth
hardwood log paid off. A little coal-black bird with a turquoise crown flitted down from
the upper canopy. It began to dance. Male manakins, tiny agile birds with almost no tail,
perform to attract mates. This one was giving its all for a green female, spiraling and
hopping from branch to branch. Then it gave a high chirrup, which ended garbled— my
mystery frog. The Blue-crowned Manakin became a familiar friend, whose voice I knew.
Once my senses introduced him, I had no trouble spotting his antics, and the best
performances were for his lady friends and me, in the tranquil times when solace was all I
expected from the forest. I could sink into the leaf litter, and for a moment feel the
mystery I been looking for. It was not in my bird book, nor to be found in the native lore,
nor did it appear through the lenses o f my binoculars.
As a resident guide I was still a passing guest in the forest and I was no more
special than the groups I led around. What they saw was what they allowed themselves
to see. And that depended upon what they allowed the world to reveal to them, and how
much they wanted to live their short time at Marenco. Some came to play with the army
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ants, hold neon frogs, swim in the ocean, and duck their heads under the waterfall.
Others came for photographs, t-shirts and well-marked field guides.
The howler monkey died. It wasted away from us, the round eyes protruding further
from their sockets, their light fading, and the fingertip like pad on its tail no longer
gripped Lucia’s warm skin. It had lost its sense o f life and we could not return that. In
some ways it was a relief. Lucia did not really sleep for the week it was with her, and
none o f us knew what mother monkeys teach their young about the forest. It would have
grown up dependent upon us for food and shelter and companionship, a tourist attraction
unable to find a true place among its own species. I can still see it, cuddled in the
hammock, Daniilo gently rocking its fragile body back and forth with the sound o f the
surf.
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Southeast Farallon Island
“Much that is good and all that is evil has gathered itself into the Western
Gull. He is rather the handsomest o f the Laridae, for the depth of color in
the mantle, in sharp contrast with the snowy plumage o f back and breast,
gives him an appearance o f sturdiness and quality which is not easily
dispelled by subsequent knowledge o f the black heart within. As a
scavenger the Western Gull is impeccable. Wielding the besom o f hunger,
he and his kind sweep the beaches clean and purge the water-front o f all
pollution. But a scavenger is not necessarily a good citizen. Call him a
ghoul, rather, for the Western Gull is cruel o f beak and bottomless o f maw.
Pity, with him, is a thing unknovwi; and when one o f their comrades dies,
these feathered jackals fall upon him without compunction. If he thus
mistreats his own kind, be assured that this gull asks only two questions
o f any other living thing: First, “Am I hungry?” (Ans. “Yes.”) Second,
“Can I get away with it?” (Ans. “I’ll try.”)”
William Leon Dawson, The Birds o f California 1923

About thirty miles off the coast. Southeast Farallon Island is occupied by
researchers. At any one time, from four to six scientists live within its mile square
confines. On clear days the Golden Gate Bridge is visible; the rest o f the time these
rocky crags are a place unto themselves. The Fish and Wildlife Service contracts Point
Reyes Bird Observatory to study the productivity o f the islands’ wild populations. Tens
o f thousands o f seabirds breed on its slopes each spring. In 1995, when I was an intern
there, the oldest living gull with a band we could read was twenty-five. He was just
months younger than I was—a beginning birder on my first ornithological adventure.
Knowing I had had the same amount o f time to accumulate wisdom in this world as a
gull, especially when I was an interloper in his native terrain, was humbling. The island
was his home, a place humans could inhabit only with support from the shore. Individual
Western Gulls on the Farallones recognize individual humans. They know their
researchers by face. We knew them by the numbered metal band placed around their
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ankles as chicks, growing up on an island where no constant human activity is allowed
but one: science.
The gulls reacted each time people passed their nest sites. Most o f the time they
observed, one-eyed, as the five o f us walked by on the way to one o f the blinds or hauled
a load o f supplies up from the landing. The birds nesting closest to the path pecked at our
legs and feet. But when the individual human who worked along that section o f the
gulls’ nesting area was among those who passed, he or she was scolded and probably
dived at, and shat on, by more aggressive members o f the colony. I worked plot K. It
spanned an area above and below the trail to the North Landing, where we often received
supplies. Tom, Elizabeth, Lucy and Jennifer could walk by without worry. But I
cringed, waiting for the whooping yell that meant that my head was no longer safe.
At one time, a scientist who had been working on the islands for all the twentyfive years o f that oldest gull’s life, set out to re-band some o f the older gulls. He was
concerned that researchers would not be able to read the worn numbers, or that the sea
would finally claim the thin metal and our ability to recognize gull 22387 would be lost.
The plan was to capture the gulls at their nesting sites using a heavy duty butterfly net
arrangement and a long pole with a wire loop that could be pulled tight around birds’
legs. In theory, he would be able to lay the loop down and wait for the gull to settle on it
after its initial fright at being approached. Pulling the string tight, he could then net the
bird and replace its band. For a while the system worked, and he was able to wander
among the colony selecting the gulls he wanted to keep track of. But soon the birds
became wary o f this pole-carrying man, and the tension between scientist and gull
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reached such a height that merely walking out the front door, he sent all gulls within sight
up in a fury o f hovering, scolding birds.
He could not complete his research; he could not even sit on the front steps
without causing anxiety. So he tried a different experiment; he set out to discover what
exactly the birds were recognizing. Other researchers could carry on with their study, but
he could not. He donned a different jacket than his usual bird-shit-splattered purple,
borrowed some pants and red sneakers, found an old baseball cap, and finally placed a
mask o f Richard Nixon—the only available choice on the island—over his own skin.
Then he picked up his poles and went out. The gulls remained at their nests, calmly
examining this new character. Returning indoors, he changed into his usual clothes. The
gulls were nonplussed. He walked inside again and put on his own cap and purple
jacket—no reaction. So, finally, he took off the mask. The gulls went up in a squawk.
Fortunately, we were not there to trap any adult gulls. Tom had been on the
island before and so had Lucy. They knew about gull plots, and were still willing to
spend another spring on the island, sharing area H. It covered the hillside up to the cliffs
where the Pigeon Guillemot nested, and it was our backyard, as well as Lucy’s study site.
She was working on a Ph.D. at Oxford, looking at sexual selection in Western Gulls. I
think her British sense o f humor saved Lucy from the madness o f watching gull mating
behavior ten hours a day. Tom, however, was admittedly concerned about this particular
season. As the only representative o f the male gender on the island he wondered if he too
might start ovulating. Precise and understanding, he was just one o f us, and mainly, our
second in charge was there for the birds. O f the five o f us, the only one not completely
focused on birds was our leader, Elizabeth. She held a master’s degree in marine
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biology, and I never saw Elizabeth more radiant than the day a baby sea lion swam,
snuffling up to the boat and nosed her outstretched palm. She was driven and private, up
in the morning and out the door before we made it down the stairs for breakfast. Glad
that seabirds are not early risers, both Jennifer and I were new to ornithological
fieldwork. We roomed together in the old house and shared our desire to learn about
birds and science. Jennifer would chat with me at night, shy and insecure, yet during
work hours she was meticulous and undaunted by adversity. I will always remember the
smile and positive feeling she projected as she quietly told me it had been, “a terrible
day.” The bill o f a Rhinoceros Auklet clamped onto Jennifer’s bleeding thumb only
produced a grimace. She did dread the gulls, however, and I followed in safety as
aggressive members o f her plot swooped low, watching her ducking and cringing on our
walk to Sealion Cove.
I approached the birds with trepidation, fearing their hooked bills and
unpredictable ways. Not only did the gulls know how to survive on these rocks, where I
relied on boat loads o f food and tanks o f fresh water, but their powers o f observation and
recognition o f physical detail, it seemed, were far subtler than my own. Even Lucy, who
spent her days watching gulls’ sexual behavior, had only just begun to recognize the
thiimer neck and smaller bill o f some females. In her second season o f Ph.D. research,
spending ten hours a day looking at the gulls in H plot, she had not yet developed the
power to know individuals except by the pattern o f colored bands she had added to their
metal ankle jewelry. She had, however, begun to wonder what it would be like to have a
feathered neck and to feel the curve o f the male’s bill as he gently ruffled the back o f it,
running his hook up through each feather in anticipation.
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My own days were spent in K plot trying to get close enough to these piercing
creatures to read the numbers on their bands. Carefully, I walked o ff trail, into the
colony, and approached a banded gull until my binoculars revealed the digits pressed into
the metal. I had to make a 180-degree arc around each gull to read all five numbers, and
the sun's angle had to be just right for them to show up in relief against the band. The
gulls were not enthusiastic about my behavior, but since they had not yet laid eggs they
tolerated my presence. I got a number, then another, penciling them in a small notebook.
But the gull I was focusing on felt my approach too intently. At that point #46? took off.
Fortunately, gulls return to the same nest site year after year, and it would take more than
my occasional presence to scare them permanently away. I waited in the howling wind,
gulls aloft, riding the 25-knot breeze more patiently than I withstood its buffeting on the
ground. Uncertain o f my footing, I learned to edge along the granite, pretending to be
most interested in the yellow flowers o f the Farallon Weed, the ocean spray, or the
hillside above. When I got within range o f the next gull I wanted to identify, I turned my
head briefly, binoculars held just below my eyes, and focused quickly on the numbers.
Then I focused all my attention on the surf or even another gull— anything but the object
o f my inquiry. Moving a few more steps slowly sideways, blindly inching backwards, I
rounded the gull, recording its band number by number, or if I was lucky he or she turned
and I caught the numbers as they rotated with the scaly ankle.
That was my main job the first few weeks o f my three-month internship on the
island. Knowing the identity o f the gulls in K plot would set the baseline for the spring
and summer, allowing me to figure out who was nesting where, and with whom. The
productivity o f these couples was measured in the success or failure o f their nests—how
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many eggs they laid, how many o f those hatched, and how many o f the hatchlings lived
to fledge. As Lucy was discovering, there was no way to know whose genetics were
actually surviving to fly o ff the island each summer. Although the gulls partnered for
life, sexual fidelity was not part o f the contract. Lucy watched from her perch on the
second story balcony as a female directly solicited copulations from a male in his
territory while another female accepted a neighboring male at her nest. She also
witnessed gang harassment and rape. A male managed somehow to stand on an
unwilling female, biting her feathered neck as he awkwardly injected his sperm. In all o f
this, however, there was some choice. Females can eject sperm from their cloacas,
rendering any attack genetically impotent. Lucy had no way to know, except by blood
test, whether a single set o f parents was actually responsible for the three eggs in any one
nest.
There seemed to be no end to the gulls’ willingness to perpetuate themselves.
They dominated much o f the landscape. I could walk, zigzagging along the asphalt path,
to the central and highest point on the island where an old lighthouse stood. It had
become self-regulating with the help o f technology, and no longer needed a keeper.
Looking down, I saw an expanse o f granite and gulls. Arrayed in their white and black
breeding plumage, they dotted the flats and slopes, leaving the cliffs and high rocky
places for the murres and cormorants. Two Victorian houses stood in the expanse below,
one our home and one kept empty by the Coast Guard. The path I walked was the same
path that lighthouse keepers and their families had for years. From the lighthouse I could
see the coast, imagine the San Francisco dump where the gulls found much o f their food,
and watch for boats bringing my own sustenance every two weeks or so.
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We all looked forward to boat days. Fresh vegetables arrived, and dinner that
night meant an enormous salad. We fished the greens out with our hands, carefully
sterilized after a day in the field, and agreed that just reaching into the bowl was the most
efficient method to move feta cheese, raisins and spinach onto our plates. Before I flew
to California, I had been visiting my mother in Utah. She warned me that I needed to use
my fingers less at the dinner table and that others would not be as forgiving o f my lax
manners as she was. I laughed my hearty acceptance when Elizabeth shyly introduced
the salad serving technique. No such rejection o f my eating habits would be offered
among these people.
The rest o f the menu was up to the person in charge o f cooking for the evening.
The people at Point Reyes Observatory had observed that humans love food and that they
need to be supplied the few creature comforts possible in such a remote situation. We
could order just about any basic ingredient we could imagine for cooking, but Tom had to
personally support his chocolate habit and Lucy privately arranged for whiskey, sending
money with the indulgent boat captain. The gulls brought catsup packages from the
dump, regurgitating them neatly. When it was my turn to cook, I took stock o f the walkin pantry and sat in the living room the day before, poring over recipes in the Farallon
cookbook. The island was famous for homemade bread and vegetarian quisine. Cooking
was a chance to have the kitchen all to myself for a few hours, to put some music on, and
be creative. Jennifer became the bread guru, and I the cookie queen. A batch o f cookies
lasted two or three days, maximum, with this crowd, so I got to experiment with an
endless supply o f ingredients and a seemingly bottomless, and not too picky, group o f
biologists.
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Elizabeth made me feel comfortable. Our sinewy head biologist seemed able to
walk, even among the gulls, without causing a disturbance. We were on the island
together, strangers with a common love for birds. Over dinner the first night, she looked
into our eyes and said, “We are all friends here.” I remembered that each night at
dinnertime, sitting around the wooden table sharing the meal one o f us had prepared.
After dinner—my pesto lasagna, or Lucy’s curried stir-fry, or Tom’s baked apples
for dessert—we would work on the journal. A nightly journal has been kept on the
Farallones as long as there have been researchers. Everything was recorded—from
vagrant bird sightings, to whales and sharks, to the day’s fieldwork and maintenance.
Lucy read down the families o f birds in her lilting British accent and we called out.
Things got a little punchy at times, and the drawings and words in the space at the back,
reserved for the day’s activities, were not always scientific observations. Gulls were
prominently featured in this section. We had a running joke about who was from Mars,
they or us. Our antagonistic relations did not help resolve the Martian question, their
watching eyes serving only to reinforce our own alien feelings. Lucy described in detail
the hot dog one gull carried back from the San Francisco dump and regurgitated complete
with bun, mustard and pickle relish. Tom also noted the gull— there generally seemed to
be one as the weather warmed on the mainland— lying chest down with wings spread flat,
dying o f botulism slowly, day after day.
The island was only a mile square. And its use by humans was further limited by
nests burrowed into the soil, restricting researchers to three trails—one up to the
lighthouse and the other two wrapping three-quarters o f the way around the island to
either o f the two blinds. Even so, much o f what occurred during the day was unknown to
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me at the end o f it. Each o f us had our own private experience o f the island as we
completed our separate tasks. Tom clambered over the rocks looking in crevices for
Pigeon Guillemot nests, Jennifer surveyed the cave for Rhinoceros Auklets, and she and I
both checked the boxes buried in the ground for Cassin's Auklets. The day’s schedule
was never the same. On any Tuesday three o f us might want to be in the blind at the
same time or I could find myself alone all day long, breakfast with Jennifer the only sure
thing. It was strange in a place so small. The five o f us lived in a single house and
shared one bathroom. We maintained the friendship Elizabeth initiated, noticing the
pressures we were all under and forgiving each other for the transgressions they caused. I
thought often o f the gulls, standing and furiously pulling up Farallon Weed in frustration
as male challenged male for territory. Rarely did they injure each other during those
fights. But the gulls’ outrage at our behavior toward their nests and eggs probably caused
more communal human suffering than anything did. We were drawn together by the
circumstances o f life as scientists.
Certain parts o f the island were accessible during special field jobs only, and
walking o ff the path was a delicate and restricted undertaking. To get to the shoreline for
the weekly count o f elephant seals with flipper tags, I picked my way, looking for rocks
or thick patches o f grass as signals o f solidity. Cassin’s Auklets burrow into the soil to
nest, but the angle o f the hole doesn’t always predict the placement o f the burrow. It was
like a minefield—the casualties would not be my own body parts but the lives o f birds,
chicks, or eggs. Looking for Ashy Storm-Petrel nests, Jennifer and I had caved in two
old burrows; we frantically dug with our fingers until all the dirt had been excavated and
we could be sure no one was inside. I walked over the hollowed earth meticulously
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afterwards, focusing on the burrows instead o f scanning the horizon or worrying over the
demands o f my schedule.
In the first week or two o f my internship, I found a Cassin’s Auklet hopelessly
caught in a mist net that had killed one bird earlier in the week and was not in current use.
I freed it—ripping the net and untangling broken wing feathers. Its tail was worn to
nubbins and it had been hanging from its wings since nighttime. Still strong, it struggled,
kicking, biting and shitting on me, but calmed down after I had freed one o f its wings. It
ran, flapping away under a bush, and might have survived if no gulls got it before dark—
normally auklets only fly onto the island at night, when the gulls’ vigilance relaxes. I
was crying and white hot with rage as I took the net down, rolling it up full o f debris, not
caring for its condition.
When I arrived at the house, Elizabeth sympathized with my resentment o f the net
and my sorrow at having discovered a second bird trapped unnecessarily in its folds. She
listened to my story, her face soft, until I told her I had taken the net down. Something
hardened in her eyes as she asked where it was. Seeing the net, tangled in a heap on the
banding room floor, Elizabeth became serious. Nets were expensive and I had not been
trained in their proper handling. She explained that it was easy to cause a net to become
entirely useless by mistreating it. Elizabeth warned me not to make such decisions alone
again. She would rather I had waited and gotten help before being so rash. I left the
kitchen feeling disapproval. My ability to be objective, a good scientist, had vanished in
the face o f suffering. I had considered getting help, but I could not leave the Auklet any
longer. And I was not sure I felt guilty about the net; knowing it might not have another
opportunity to needlessly ensnare a bird made me feel better. The possibility o f catching
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a vagrant passerine or two was not worth leaving the net in place, ready for any
eventuality, and it had not been tied up properly.
My big job that spring was cormorant demographics. We all did gull plots,
weather recordings, and mist netting, but each o f us also had one or two projects to keep
track o f on our own. I watched Brandt’s Cormorants from the blind near North Landing.
The wooden shelter was positioned between rocky crags and looked down over an
expanse o f smooth stone and cliff I would otherwise never see. Climbing up the cliff to
the doorway, I had to crouch down, resisting the impulse to defend myself from the gull
that had nested right on the trail. If the Common Murres nesting just below the blind
noticed my approaching head they might have abandoned their small colony, so I crept in
and relaxed only when the door was shut. There were two stools, a couple o f spotting
scopes and a narrow shelf in the blind. On most days my roommate Jennifer and I would
be there, each at a window squinting through a scope. Jennifer watched this smaller
murre colony, while Tom and Elizabeth split the larger colony at the Murre blind on the
southern side of the island. Our clipboards rested in front o f us on the shelf with our
binoculars and numerous stubby pencils. We were almost always hatted and gloved, our
coats zipped against the wind that shot though the space in the cliffs, swirling through the
blind and vibrating our focus.
At first, Brandt’s appeared only to be ungainly prehistoric seabirds trying to nest
on land. They were not as sleek and well-pressed as the murres in their brown penguin
suits. But the closer I looked the more fascinated I became with the cormorants’ deep
turquoise eyes and black feathers that seemed to reflect hints o f blue, green, and purple.
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When I began watching in April, the first males had just come in to set up territories. I
thought reading their bands and mapping their nest sites would be a straightforward job.
The cormorants were thieves— they stole nests. My count went from three to two
in a single, tangled bill-full o f purloined material. The most overactive thief in the
colony became my favorite. Reaching his long neck out, he pinched strands fi-om the
neighbor’s nest when the other’s back was turned. He never joined the groups o f
cormorants that made raids on the gull’s colony, swooping down as one black invasion to
fly off with weed curling and dangling from their bills. When a nearby nest was left
unattended, my green-and-orange banded fnend ran, making a mad dash for the good
looking pile. I watched from on high as the others gladly pulled apart his own large
stash, two or three birds fighting, tugging at the tangling strands. The green and orange
bands on his leg also let me know who he was as I watched, laughing, while a bird
waddled over and stuck his head into an auklet burrow to take the small wad o f grasses
from deep inside. He wove a grandiose nest. Standing with his big, black webbed feet in
the center, wings bent out at the elbow, vibrating, he arched his head back to show off his
inflated turquoise throat pouch. If a female approached he jumped toward her, landing
widely on both feet and puffing himself out even further.
In a way it was perfect fieldwork, even though working in the blind meant at least
two or three hours o f chilly sitting and strained eyes (I was told it got warm on the island
after I would leave in July). A colony was bom as I watched, recording each egg laid and
chick hatched, without them knowing I was there. Gulls rode the wind currents over the
spray, cormorants fished, long necks snaking above the swells, and big bull Steller Sea
Lions sunned in the tidal rocks. Their grunts and the gulls’ cries were all I heard over the
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surf. The cormorants were silent except for a low hissing when they felt threatened. And
murres only made a low “aaaoooo” sound, bills pointing to the sky and heads turning
slowly side to side, when a predator neared the colony. A few times, at the Murre blind, I
heard the collective roar o f thousands o f murres. It was as if a large crowd was protesting
the gull, swooping low, its bill down. Gulls were the major threat to the young o f both
murres and cormorants, waiting on the sidelines for an inattentive parent to expose an egg
or chick just enough for a quick grab and swallow. They were the only ugly part o f this
job. Mostly, I looked forward to my time alone in the blind, away from everyone,
watching as life cracked shell after discarded shell, and one hungry being after another
joined me on the island.
One night, just to be obnoxious, I jumped up behind Elizabeth and Tom to see
what they were doing, and suddenly felt like a cormorant. I lacked only the blue throat
pouch to puff out and feathers to ruffle. It was amazing the sensation, hopping in, proud
o f my interest, and myself, as if to assert my presence. It was just the same as the males’
display and the feeling came to me unaware—I had indeed spent a great deal o f time with
them. For weeks the Murre watchers had been responding to my questions at the dinner
table with long drawn out “nooo’s,” pointing their noses to the ceiling and shaking their
heads. Elizabeth often went to her “nest” at night. She had been working on the island
for three years and sometimes the word just slipped out.
Although my internship on the Farallones was with the seabirds, the wayward
birds o f the mainland gave me the most pleasure. They were sunlight and joy in this
harsh life o f wind and sea. With them came the flowers o f spring and the songs o f the
morning that I had traded to live in the midst o f a vast seabird colony. I wanted to learn
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them all, seeking to see each detail o f their feathered forms as I squatted down, sheltered
from the wind and the gulls, to watch the ironwood tree that grew protected in the lee o f
the house.
In the fall, the Farallones are a famous migration spot. A clear night that turns
suddenly cloudy can land 600 sparrows on the ground and fill the two trees, one in the lee
o f each house, with warblers. It is nearly impossible to get to work with Peter Pyle, the
senior author o f the bird banders’ guide to passerine identification. He selects two or
three experienced interns each fall, and everyone wants to be there, to pull the odd East
Coast stray from the net, or to see that chance bird. On the computer there is a running
list o f people who have worked on the island for years and the birds they have seen. It is
a life list for the Farallon Islands, and some o f the top names have over 300 species to
their credit. I wasn’t in the competition, but the day I went out to see the tree festooned
with warblers, I got excited.
Bird book in hand, I began puzzling over species. The black flecks in a
semicircle around the chest o f one yellow bird, like a necklace with no string, seemed to
indicate a Canada Warbler. Then the characteristic eye blaze o f a Kentucky Warbler
came into view. I flipped pages, studied two guides at once, and felt glad that the birds
didn’t have many other places to fly to on the island. In the woods, these birds would
have been long gone, leaving me standing there curiously ogling the pictures. Finally, I
went inside to find Lucy. She loved the landbirds as much as I did. Being from Britain,
Lucy experienced the same thrill at seeing these species as I did, neophyte birder that I
was. We looked together, verifying my identifications, and finally decided that the
responsible thing to do would be to band.
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Banding stray birds that land on the Farallones is standard practice. I asked Lucy
once what happens to most o f the birds that touch down on the island during the summer,
especially the hummingbirds I so adored. She held her arms out to her sides and tilted
her face down, making a wavelike rocking motion that passed through her from fingertip
to fingertip. They just keep flying west she said, and finally, exhausted, they end up billdown in the sea. I wanted to cry—“not the hummers!” But it was true; these birds were
on the wrong track. Some made it back to the shore after a short visit and many o f the
migrants in the fall were doing fine, but most are on holiday from their senses and death
was the next stop.
Tom joined the party and soon we were hoisting the double net up on its poles.
This is a special net that reaches the height o f the top o f the tree. It is really two nets
rigged on a pulley system kind o f like the poles used to raise a flag. Once up, the house
on one side and its fine mesh on the other block in the birds. We walked toward the tree
from the open sides, clapping our hands to drive the birds out. The net entangled several
warblers, a chipping sparrow, and a warbling vireo. I wanted to get to help take them out
o f the net, but Tom would only let me watch, warning me that inexperienced fingers can
injure birds—straining fragile wings and snapping thin leg bones.
Carrying the birds inside, each in its own little cloth baggie, we carefully closed
the door to the banding room. Tom finally relented under my persistent enthusiasm and
allowed me to hold a bird. The warbler struggled in my grasp as I tried to imitate Lucy
taking a wing measurement. She gently explained how to release one wing and slip the
little ruler under the elbow joint, being careful not to press on the wing and flatten its
natural curve. I nearly got it aligned when the bird twisted and flew out o f my grasp. All
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nerves, I could only watch helplessly as it flew into the windowpane. It fluttered there,
hitting the pane again and again until Lucy got her sure hands around its wings. After
that I recorded data, still wanting to learn, but afraid to injure a bird.
We released each newly banded species through a little slot in the wall. It was
like a mailbox for birds, delivering them safely to the outside world. You put the bird in,
closed the lid, and it had time to hop to the light on its own, taking a moment to readjust
to freedom. Lucy gave me the last bird to release outside by myself. She tucked it into
my hands, showing me how to hold it without putting too much pressure on its lungs,
then sent me out the door “to play.” I stood out in the bright air and looked at the
sparrow. Even as it was warm and alive in my fingers, trembling softy, I could feel its
piercing question. It did not know if it was going to survive my love. The best thing I
could do for it was to open my hands. It stayed in ray palm for a split second before
flying off. I crumpled against the house. Hot tears skipped down my trembling face.
Hard-wired. The murres were often described that way. It meant that they did
not have much useful intelligence beyond the instincts that were programmed into them
and dictated their behavior. By useful, people seemed to be referring to intelligence that
would help the birds solve, what seemed from our perspective, simple problems.
Elizabeth told a story o f muire parents in the colony who lost an egg. The murres don’t
make nests; they simply choose a flat spot on the cliff, and lay one large turquoise egg.
The eggs taper to prevent loss by rolling; they just rotate around the pointed end. Parents
incubate inches from each other, and never move from their position in the colony once it
has been established for the season. The murres Elizabeth used as an example o f hard
wired behavior lost their egg because it rolled between two jutting edges o f rock and
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Stopped just on the other side o f them. The fins o f stone were not more than half an inch
high at their highest and nearly level with the c liffs surface where the egg passed
through. It moved no more than an inch all together. But the parents never found it, and
the egg was left exposed while they went about laying another.
The term hard-wired was new to me. I was not sure what to believe. The story
about the egg did seem to say that murres were a little pre-programmed, set in their ways
in order to survive in such dense colonies without constant confusion about whose egg
was whose. But what about the rest o f their lives—the moments fishing and parenting
and choosing their place on the cliff? And what o f the gulls? Peter Pyle told me o f
witnessing a gull jum p up to swallow a hummingbird out o f the air, and showed me the
tiny scar from the time he was bitten on the nose as he bent over to check a gull’s nest. I
vividly remembered how, after Lucy extracted blood samples, their neighbors in the
colony shunned gulls marked on the head with red pen. I did not want to use the idea that
bird behavior is hard-wired as a way o f regarding their experience as somehow less than
my own. I certainly seemed blind to my surroundings at times, and did not always notice
when my perception o f how things should be didn’t match up with reality. Science gave
me a special window through which to see and the privilege to ask questions o f the world
in a tangible way, touching birds and observing their lives; but it kept me separate,
banding and numbering life. Humans sense only a fraction o f what birds do. They
appear hard-wired from the perspective o f our limited sensory capabilities. How could
we possibly claim to know what it means to be a bird?
When the gull chicks started to hatch, spotted and damp from their splotched
eggs, I had to admit their cuteness. They did not look like gulls. Elizabeth took me out
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one morning to teach me how to mark the chicks. She squatted along the path at a nest
belonging to an unbanded bird not in one o f the gull plots. The nervous parent stood
nearby making the “bop” sound they use for agitation. Elizabeth scooped a chick up and
put it in my palm. Then she used an eyedropper to drop a single drop o f solution onto its
rump that turned a patch o f the creamy feathers a yellowish color. While she explained
the pattern for marking the chicks, left or right shoulder and rump, the chick in my palm
fell asleep. I did not want to put it down. That this little bird would trust my hand as a
warm comfortable place to rest and let itself go, completely, was more than I ever
expected.
The next day I went out for gull check with a new attitude. For weeks I had been
dreading each check day. Every hour o f contact with the gulls, all seventy-six nests in
plot K, had been transformed by the possibility o f holding another chick. I was forgetting
the adults and the possibility that they would appreciate my holding a chick less than my
measuring and marking their eggs. The gulls in K plot knew I was the one who invaded
their territory, and they did not just stand aside nervously making bopping sounds. These
gulls dove and cried. I bent down to my first nest, carefully covering my clipboard o f
data sheets. “Thwack.” My head reverberated inside my hard hat. The first dive
bombing o f the afternoon. Probably it was a foot hitting the orange hat, but if I forgot
m yself and held my fingers over my head for protection, they were bitten. Once, I had
held my clipboard up high, hoping to pull it away just in time for the two gulls who had
been thwacking into my skull to fly into each other. It didn’t work. At this stage I just
ignored the bird and focused on the job in front o f me. Earplugs helped. And I no longer
worried about being splattered from the air, my jacket was a crusty testimony to the
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gulls’ excellent aim. A few nests later, shit dripping from the brim o f the hat onto my
data sheets, I picked up a pipping egg to have its little inhabitant talk to me in soft cheeps,
its egg tooth visible through the cracked shell.
The warm fuzziness o f it all did not stay with me for long. Walking back after
five hours o f nests and gulls, with too few chicks in between, I saw my first roving mob
o f hatchling eaters. The gulls swooped over an unwary parent and one snatched up a
chick. Other gulls pulled o ff its legs mid-flight, as they fought over the prize. I
wondered how much o f it would make it back to the nest to become regurgitated food for
chicks o f their own. I had finally witnessed the depth o f the gulls’ greed. Nothing was
sacred.
Meeting Elizabeth on the trail, I told her what I had seen. She warned me that it
would only get worse as chicks got older and began wandering from the nest. Not only
were they prey, but a chick outside its parents’ territory often met with death by pecking.
We would have to be extremely careful at banding time not to fhghten them into running.
At times, I had been in tears about having to disturb the gulls, feeling the tension o f the
relationship straining my ability to be objective. But continuing as a scientist would
require controlling more than tears. I was not sure I wanted to know this much about the
workings o f survival in an intelligent species. Not even the chick’s innocent trust could
save me from the knowledge o f the relentless struggle they would learn to live.
It is no wonder we scorn the life o f a generalist; predator and opportunist both.
The gulls are a fantastic example o f that cunning lifestyle. They are as we are—willing
to take advantage o f any situation, any resource. Humans too are generalists, no better
than gulls.
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I walked into the house more disgusted than ever, hung my coat, still dripping, on
the rack in the entry, and removed my gull-decorated shoes. The house was quiet, and I
washed my hands, hoping there were leftover calzones from the night before. Tom was
in the kitchen when I got there. He told me my dad had called. I rummaged through the
fridge for the calzones, saying I would call him back in the evening when phone rates
were not so high. Then I looked at Tom; he was serious, and he looked straight into my
eyes as he suggested I call right then. I found my calling card and dialed the number on
the radiophone, carefully shutting the door. My fingers traced the raised digits on the
shiny card, mindlessly flipping it over and over as the slow phone connected. Dad
answered. He carefully told me there was some bad news and said that he would just
keep talking. Mom had been diagnosed with breast cancer. She was scheduled for a full
left mastectomy in less than a week. The phone spaced our conversation. Sucking in air,
I garbled my own response. It was as unintelligible as my father expected it to be. Then
the radio waves sent silence and I gained enough teary control to ask how everyone was.
Dad felt caught on an emotional roller coaster ride. He could only try to be there for
Mom, and there was nothing much to be decided, no problems to solve, no rational
answers to cancer. And he had been commuting from Utah to South Carolina for work.
He couldn't be there for all o f her recovery time. Would I come home? I promised to
find out when the next boat would bring me to shore and if they could afford to lose me
here.
Hanging up the phone, I nestled the receiver in its cradle. Then I crouched down,
seeing nothing but the white squares o f the tile floor and knowing my mouth was open.
Hot. I was rushing, stifling the sound that wanted to come from my throat even as my
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jaw opened wide. I hugged my knees and let the tears drain onto the swirled tile. My
weight shifted back and forth as I remembered my grandfather’s death from leukemia and
my aunt’s early cancer diagnosis. It wasn’t breast cancer that killed her. It was the bit
that they missed—the cell that metastasized into her lungs.
Mom grew up in St George, Utah. It was and is a small town. Much smaller than
Las Vegas to the south. Salt Lake to the north and Los Angeles to the west. When the
bombs went o ff at the Nevada Test Site the wind blew northeast, over the desert. St.
George residents used to hike up the black lava hill at the edge o f town to watch the
mushroom pass over. Grandpa made his kids stay inside. That didn’t keep the air from
circulating under the door, the cows from eating the grass, the garden vegetables from
sucking minerals into their cells. And it didn’t save them from cancer. Each diagnosed
resident is now compensated $50,000 by the federal government for his or her loss.
In a flash o f anger, crouched on the Farallon Islands, I momentarily considered
becoming a life-long activist. I grew up in Utah; I knew the scene. As a protester, I
could only stand at the gates and yell or hop over them and be arrested with all the other
“silly hippies.” Some courageous civilians did sneak through the hills under the cover o f
darkness, perhaps to tread over that hollowed place in the earth where the bombs have
riddled and fissured the soil. But it is rare that anyone makes it near ground-zero. Only
scientists are allowed. They alone tread with impunity over that unstable soil.
I spent a lot o f time in Twdtville over the next few days. Twitville was named for
the passerines that constantly inhabit its four-meter square area o f tall grasses and
flowers. It was the only place they could hide on the island unless they found one o f the
two trees or the single coniferous shrub. There was a Costa’s Hummingbird there—a
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new species for me. It was male, with a resplendent purple throat patch. I shared the
weedy world with warblers, sparrows and thrushes. Sitting down, 1 could imagine myself
in a forest o f tangled branches, sunlight dappling through. You could be surprised in
Twitville at any moment. Birds were well hidden in the thick tangle, and often it took
two or three o f us to get a good idea o f exactly who was there.
Larger gull chicks also hid in Twitville. I f they were lucky enough to live on the
perimeter o f that shady haven, they found shelter there from the roving packs o f chick
eaters and did not have to worry about being pecked for entering another guITs territory.
When I first arrived, they emitted soft bop sounds, imitating their parents. But once 1
settled into the flowers, they ceased to notice my presence. The young gulls’ parents
eyed me carefully. We all seemed to sense that this place was a safe zone; 1 was not there
to study them and they did not bop at me or rush to protect their chicks. Twitville was
the one place on the island where I felt completely at ease, and my relationship with these
birds was released from objectivity—releasing me from the fear and animosity 1
experienced entering their colony in plot K. Gulls were just birds protecting their young,
their parental care evident when it came to their own chicks. 1 wished it would spill over
to all gull chicks and end the random cannibalistic violence on the island. 1 wanted to
live in the comparatively innocent world o f hummingbirds and warblers.
A VIP boat was my ride home. It came loaded with potential donors—people with
money to spend on the bird observatory. Getting to visit the island was a perk for them.
As we unloaded supplies, they toured around, seeing chicks and bands, walking up to the
lighthouse for a view o f the buff-colored cliffs o f Point Reyes. I carried a box o f veggies
into the kitchen to find two women drinking microbrew beer and slicing brie onto thin
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crackers. They immediately began quizzing me about who I was and what my plans
were. Through their eyes I saw the island again, smelled the overpowering guano that I
had long ceased to notice, and realized our human isolation in this place. The Farallones
were really an island sanctuary protected by law. The southeast island was the summer
home o f the Western Gull, and the Elephant Seals’ winter breeding ground. It released
murres by the thousands into the waters, chicks diving o ff the cliffs to join their parents at
sea. These fantastic granite crags had been rescuing long streams o f migrants, lost in the
fog, for centuries. My occupation o f this solid land had been brief—an observer, no
more. The islands were inhospitable. And they were completely inhabited. It was a
special privilege to occupy hallowed ground.
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BRCR: A Life in the Net

Smitten by chickadees, swooning over hummingbirds and thrilled at the sound o f
air passing through feathers, I wanted to work with passerines, the small perching birds
that would fit in my hand and remind me o f innocence each and every day. And I got my
wish—a job as a bird bander for the summer. It was beautiful and devastating, I
delighted in the contact with the birds in my hands, wishing it would last, and, just as
fervently, wished they never had to experience the sensation o f clumsy human fingers
restraining their light bodies. I lost track o f the point o f the study, finding the immediate
effects— stress and, on occasion death—more compelling. I even lost enthusiasm for the
whole paradigm, for science and my biology degree and proof and constructing reasons
for doing what we know in our hearts is right. My encounter with mist nets and little
aluminum bands with governmental numbers which did not apply to me, but perhaps in
all fairness should have, left me wondering how a weight encircling my ankle might
affect me as I moved from net to net checking for trapped birds.

Walking briskly, I come to net number eight. Here I must slow down to check its
12-meter span carefully, even though, from this end, my eyes tell me it is empty. I have
missed one once before, sunlight playing tricks with the fine mesh o f the netting.
Holding the three light bags I have already filled steady, I walk along the net, keeping my
footing in the muddy creek bottom. Nothing. It is a relief, and I open my stride wide to
reach the banding station with enough time. The path is clear to me after two months:
avoid that bit o f wire, step over this log, around the patch o f saprophytic orchids that have
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grown up despite our repeated passage. Randy is already there, and Hillary with a new
trainee named Kate as well as her friend, a photographer. Tools are spread out over a
blue tarp, an array o f calipers, rulers, bands, magnifying visors, books, and data sheets.
The loops o f wire holding the tiny metal bands are color-coded and labeled in indelible
black ink, no mistaking which size they are.
I feel harried, but minute attention to detail is the essence o f this job and I must
attend to the lives dangling from my wrist. Hanging two o f the bags on the branch o f a
nearby spruce with the others awaiting banding, I keep one for myself; it is a deep
burgundy floral print. The content quivers. I remember which one this is, a favorite o f
mine, so full o f squirming life that I have to be completely focused just to keep a grip on
it. There are not many bags hanging on the branch. I calm down, shift into methodical
scientist mode after racing around the five nets that are mine to check every forty
minutes. The bag wiggles. I loosen a knot in the top and stick my hand in, careful not to
leave any space between wrist and fabric. It has me. In this case that is an advantage,
and I am able to wrap my fingers around the tiny body while my pinkie is the focus o f
furious consternation. Then little claws encircle my thumb and I am ready to remove my
captive.
Memory has not failed me; it is a Winter Wren. Everyone is busy with a bird. I
sort out the correct data sheet and select a band, size OA. I no longer need to consult the
Identification Guide to North American Passerines for this species, knowing what to look
for without the help o f the manual so often referred to as the Pyle Guide after its primary
author. It’s the bird bander’s bible, and our copy is well loved. Grabbing a pencil, I copy
down an 8-digit code from the tiny aluminum circlet, checking it against the last number
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in the series. My captive is resting now, waiting cautiously, watching my every move
with one bright eye. Bird still in my grasp, I pick up the banding pliers and slip the open
ring into an oval notch, fitting it exactly. Now I need to shift my hold. The wren’s neck
is balanced in the crotch o f my first two fingers, its head gently resting above my
knuckle, and the body supported by my other fingers and its own surprisingly tight grip
on my thumb. Sensing the moment, I begin to change position. My fluffy brown captive
makes a first escape attempt. By twisting its stubby body and using my own fingers as
leverage, the wren nearly succeeds in stuffing itself between my knuckles. I am prepared
for these tactics, however, and manage to keep the squirming mass o f feathers inside my
palm, this time. Others o f its kind frequently outwitted me before I knew there was a
general method to winter wren madness. Seemingly docile once again, it permits me to
restrain one leg by gently holding what is effectively the knee joint, even though, from
our perspective it bends backward. Using my other hand, I slide the pliers over the leg
and squeeze. The band closes over the scaly appendage just above the foot, and I check
its seam, making sure there is no gap. This is now number 849-54099.
Despite borderline temperatures and shifting mists, we are out today, needing to
keep within the scheduled banding period. Hillary, our biologist, is with us, which is
always reassuring. The wren wrestles with my fingers as I look for a ruler. Finding one,
I consider shifting my hold once again, then remember the cardinal rule: always skull
your bird first. So, instead, wetting my thumb and forefinger with a little saliva, I part the
feathers on its head. Skulling is a means o f determining the age o f a bird by looking for
the amount o f bone growth or pneumatization that has occurred between the inner and
outer layers o f the skull. You can actually see little dark dots where fine filaments of
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bone have connected the first layer to a second growing underneath. A juvenile bird has
a pink skull; as they age, it fills in, generally following a typical pattern. Adults are
completely pneumatized in most species, occasionally showing tiny pink windows of
unconnected bone. Thus, there are several patterns o f skull development to look for,
which is the most accurate way to age a bird in the field. Parting the feathers has given
me a clear place to look. I move the loose, membranous skin over the head, watching for
changes in color or the characteristic dappled effect o f a fully pneumatized skull.
This bird is an adult. Noting the code in its proper place, I smooth down the
feathers and move on to the next column. Determining a bird’s sex is relatively easy
when they are breeding, but this late in the season I may not be able to tell. Winter
Wrens are not sexually dimorphic, that is, they do not differ in plumage from male to
female. So, I look for obvious signs o f breeding condition. My impatient captive has no
choice but to allow me to gently blow on its belly feathers, thus revealing the cloacal
area. If it is male and ready to mate I would find a protrusion here; if it is a nesting
female I will see a brood patch. Today I encounter a withered area o f wrinkled bare skin
covering much o f the belly. She was recently a parent, using the warmth o f blood vessels
running close to the surface o f this bare patch to keep her eggs and chicks warm. I note
this down also, judging the stage it is in as a number four, nearly ready to be refeathered
for the coming winter. This reminds me to check for fat storage, and I blow once again,
estimating the amount o f yellowish tissue that has collected in the hollow o f her
breastbone. Birds ready for migration will have a bulge here, as well as patches o f fat
visible under the wings and across the lower abdomen.
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Finally, it is time for the special ruler with the little edge or perpendicular stop at
one end. Fortunately, no one else has commandeered it while I took advantage o f my
good grip on the suspicious bird in my right hand. I am left-handed. Moving my right
thumb away from the body, I hook the ruler under the bend o f the wing or shoulder. To
measure its length, I must line the tip o f the feathers up with the ruler’s edge and allow it
to rest naturally, without flattening out the wing’s slight curve. This is a fine opportunity
for the wren to try another o f her escape tactics, and she does. I solidify my hold, letting
her know that such lopsided flapping will not result in flight. She settles, helplessly
allowing the wing chord measurement. Briefly, I look at the edges o f her wing and tail
feathers for wear, seeking signs o f freshly molted feathers. There are none. A hanging
gram weight scale is the last obstacle to freedom for my trembling fiiend. I place her in
another bag, this one made out o f pink and white check material that too closely
resembles a tablecloth for my taste. Carefully tying the top as she wriggles in the bottom,
I proceed to hang it o ff the scale dangling between my fingers. The wren weighs 8.5
grams, about 1/3 o f an ounce or the heft o f a walnut in its shell. Jotting this down also
and checking my data, I make sure every possible category has been filled in. Reaching
into the bag, I am bitten once more, but it is nothing compared to the eye watering vice of
a Grosbeak’s seed-cracking bill or the well-aimed stab o f a woodpecker. Fondly, I
remove the wren, now able to appreciate its feisty character, the delicate curved toes and
fine brown streaking. It stands dazed for only a split second on my open palm before
flying o ff Coming to rest on a nearby branch, she scolds our operation with vehemence.
I love this moment o f release, hypocrite that I am.
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Banding is an intense job; this whole procedure took me a little over a minute,
maybe two. There are no more birds. I begin to scribe for my partner Randy, who is still
working at identifying a sparrow. We are in charge o f running a MAPS station based in
Umatilla National Forest. It is a working relationship in which we must be able to rely on
one another’s skill and responsibility in order to continue releasing such healthy spirits
back to the forest. Pencil in hand, I notice a gift left by the wren on my pant leg and
consider it a fair trade.
Next to me on the wrinkled tarp, Hillary is working on a bright Yellow Warbler
and our trainee has a Juvenile Brown Creeper. This is another tiny rust-colored denizen
o f the woods. They hunt in the deep fissures o f conifer bark for insects, spiraling
upwards while probing curved beaks into each crevice. Stiff pointed tail feathers are
used for support while climbing. Creepers sing a high tinkling song. Julia, a fellow
bander, has interpreted this ventriloquist’s notes as, “Trees, beautiful trees.” That is how
I hear them even now. But the bird in Kate’s hands is not singing. She is showing her
friend its long toes curled around her thumb, and the down-curved bill, the intricate
spotting o f its feathers. She is not aware that it is fluffed up against the cold, is not
experienced enough to sense that its docility is anything more than resignation to capture.
Hillary notices about the same time I do and goes into action. She instructs Kate to
quickly release it. The Brown Creeper does not fly. Too cold to tremble, the light in its
eyes is dull. Stress or shock is rendering the young bird motionless. Hillary rummages in
the toolbox for a hand warmer, one o f those gel packs that heats instantly when a disk
inside is bent. Finding ours, she gently takes the bird and creates a warm protected space
inside the scarf under her fleece vest..
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My watch says it is time for another run. I grab a handful o f bags and take off,
feeling in my pocket for the seam ripper that is invaluable in tangled situations.
Following a trail o f hunter-orange flagging, I soon come to the first net. They are spaced
approximately 150 meters apart, which means that the five I am in charge o f checking
take about ten minutes to walk around, including the stream crossing. That is, unless I
find any birds. Fortunately today the cold is keeping them snug in the conifers and I have
no use for my handy tool.
On my way back to the station, bags empty, I wonder what has happened to the
creeper. Was it in the net too long? Did it get badly tangled? Had we caught it more
than once that morning? Net runs occur every forty minutes, potentially leaving birds
stranded in the fine mesh for a long time. On busy days Randy and I barely make it back
to the station and finish processing the birds when it is time to go again. Net run can be
taken as a literal description o f the job. I have encountered nine birds in one net, but
there have been up to twenty at our site, and stories o f flocks o f juvenile birds, known to
banders as “juvi waves,” report numbers over one hundred in a single net. The real
challenge comes when a bird is tangled. The smaller species like creepers and wrens are
able to wedge their heads, plus one wing through a single square in the 30mm netting.
They then proceed to twist and struggle, mates chittering with worry on the sidelines, or
whole families caught together. By the time I arrive on such a scene it may be impossible
to discern which side o f the net the bird flew in on, let alone which o f the tiered pockets
originally trapped it.
Times like these I breathe deeply, the world dropping away, and nothing matters
but this bird, this moment. It is hard not to surrender to a rising panic when you realize
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that the bird resting in your palm is completely enmeshed, with no obvious or practical
place to begin. Life is fragile. Easing each strand over the head, I counter the pressure
with a fingertip against its bill, exploring my options; if I move the strings over the bend
in the wing, does it become too tight on the neck; can I find all the thin black nylon
filaments? Blowing the feathers away for a better view I may discover that it is not
possible to solve this particular puzzle. I am shit on, clawed, screamed at. Mosquitoes
land on my knuckles despite citronella. I blow them o ff the helpless birds. Rarely do I
have to resort to cutting the mesh, but when I do it is often after minutes o f careful
investigation, constantly monitoring the bird for signs o f stress. A damaged net is
potentially more dangerous to the birds than the regular pattern o f small squares can be.
The seam ripper is Hillary’s addition to the tool kit, my favorite because it allows me to
cut without exposing the bird to sharp edges as I hook the fiber in its crotch and quickly
pull. This always makes me nervous, though. At times, I have found myself using my
mouth as an extra hand, trying to convince the poor captive creature I am not preparing to
eat it. Once, an indignant Oregon Junco bit me on the nose.
Back at the station, Hillary is still cradling the juvenile creeper. Randy is working
on a Wilson’s Warbler, his favorite bird in the hand. Randy is a large, solid person from
Montana, with tender fingers that nonetheless dw arf any species he may be holding.
Wilson’s are small warblers, heads the size o f his knuckle, easily surrounded by a big
thumb. They are brilliant yellow, with little black caps on their heads, and dark, innocent
yet wary eyes. Personally I am tom Hummingbirds thrill and scare me the most when I
find one in the net, but my favorite bird in the hand has got to be the Red-breasted
Nuthatch. Unlike hummers, nuthatches are sturdy birds. They have thick legs set far
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back on their bodies for climbing down trees or gripping the underside o f branches in
search o f insects. Solid bills are used to pry into crevices. Short tails and stocky bodies
complete this small wonder. Their call has been described as the sound o f a toy horn, a
nasal honking that carries well through the forest. I like them for this solidity; there is
little fear o f injuring such a bird. They fit into my hands, racy black stripe across the eye
and silky gray cap emerging between my fingers. Red-breasted Nuthatches take a band
one increment larger than most birds their size. The bands must fit precisely; if they are
too big they may fall o ff or become stuck over the foot, crippling the bird. If a band is
too small it can imbed itself in the leg, causing infection or worse. Leaving a gap in the
band is also a concern, for birds can catch it on things, dying tangled instead o f returning
to their nesting site next year.
This is a pivotal concern for the Avian Productivity and Survivorship Monitoring
program, better known as MAPS. That birds return from their wintering grounds in Latin
America to breed and nest in the same forest in which they were raised, often using the
same tree, is the crux o f this study. Such birds are called neotropical migrants, flying to
and from southern latitudes with the changing seasons. They are very loyal to their home
territories. MAPS relies on this loyalty, hoping to track the lives o f these species year
after year. Thus, the most valuable bird to find in a net is one that already has a band on
it—a recapture. Researchers are looking for trends, the abundance o f species in any one
area, the changes in species composition and survival that occur each breeding season. It
is hoped that after several field seasons this information will become useful in
conservation, giving us clues as to which species may be in trouble due to declining
populations and habitat loss here or in their tropical wintering grounds. As o f 1998 there
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are 500 such stations in the U.S. and Canada, often run by teams o f banders like Randy
and me. In 1996 we worked for the Institute for Bird Populations as interns, receiving
free training, housing, and a stipend in exchange for three and a half months o f blood,
sweat, and tears. No, I do not exaggerate. I cannot count the number o f times I have
withdrawn my hand bleeding from a bag, or waded in icy stream water above my knee
high rubber boots, slogged in maddening slow motion through elk wallows, or batted
mosquitoes out o f my eyelashes. I am still here because I love birds. I am not sure this
is a healthy mental state after such experiences, but I am completely devoted to them.
Banding is a selfish activity. I get to touch, to hold the objects o f my intense curiosity
and admiration. It is, however, a stressful undertaking, not just for me but for the birds
themselves.
The Brown Creeper is still in Hillaiy’s vest, where she has been sending it all the
life force she can for twenty minutes. It is time to see if this bird will return to the forest
o f its birth. She gently removes it from the pocket o f warm air near the gel pack, and
holds it up to the thick bark o f a large Douglas fir. The creeper grabs on instinctively,
fluffing itself up against the cold wet air. We may have succeeded. It is too soon to tell,
and another net run is imminent. I stay to watch the juvenile bird cling for dear life,
passing my multicolored bags off to Hillary. We have been here since sunrise, and it is
about ten now, time for a hurried lunch. I eat my peanut butter and honey sandwich with
fingers cleaned on my pant leg; they are faintly purple fi'om huckleberry juices processed
in avian stomachs. The day is not warming up. It began just above freezing, too cold for
comfortable banding. We have six different sites, each o f which must be run once in
every ten-day cycle. With good weather that means six days on, four off, but in
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conditions like today’s they are scattered throughout the period, fit in whenever it is
physically or ethically possible.
Hillary has trained us to think o f the birds first, data second. This is not always
the case with researchers. Data is hard won under field conditions, and one net closed
even for one hour means that that hour at that net is nullified for all the years o f the study
during the period in which it occurred. There is tremendous pressure. And the MAPS
protocol leaves little room for ethical decision making. We followed guidelines for
allowable banding conditions, closing nets in times o f high wind, rain, hot sun, or bitter
cold. But Hillary brought further awareness into the process. Randy and I have
gratefully closed nets when we have caught or disturbed a bird too many times near its
nest, and released birds that appear stressed without bringing them back to the banding
station.
The Brown Creeper’s grip holds, but it has not moved. Eyes closed, its head
droops a bit into its fluffy chest, silent. My comrades return with a few birds, and I move
to help with the banding, feeling weighted. We are all carefully efficient, closely
watching our captives, eager to release them. Hillary decides to risk another round o f the
gel pack and scarf hot-pad for birds. At this point, handling the creeper again may be the
death o f it, but our collective conscience cannot leave it freezing on the tree trunk. I sit
with Hillary on a large rotting log sending all the energy I possibly can to the young life
held next to her breast. I imagine the creeper’s tinkling song, my own delight in seeing
them in the forest, this particular bird on a warm sunny day spiraling up a spruce. So
many memories flood my mind.
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Holding my first Calliope Hummingbird, the smallest bird in North America, was
an experience that left me trembling. Measuring just three inches in length, they are
compact jewels o f amazing courage and agility. Glistening green in the rising sunlight,
this one was flying full-speed-ahead in place, netting pulled tight behind it. I had to
lower the tiers o f the 8-foot high net carefully in order to stop this waste o f precious
nectar-fueled energy. Generally hummers are easy to untangle because they will fit
through a square in the mesh. That is, if you can calm them down and persuade their
petal-like feet to open, releasing the nylon that has ensnared them. We have a special
sugar ja r in our toolbox; just add water and instant nectar can be provided for those that
exhaust themselves. If you flip a hummingbird onto its back it will immediately stop
struggling and stay there even though it may otherwise be free to fly. This one was an
adult male, a gorgeous iridescent purple throat patch giving away its identity. I let it go
at the net. We do not band hummers at our site, although some people do. There is a fine
expertise to differentiating one female bird from another and each species must have a
band hand-cut to fit its delicate legs. Such encounters, the feel o f silky feathers, the
vibration o f enthusiastic life in my hands, delight me. The most beautiful bird I ever
removed from a net was a juvenile Townsend’s Solitaire. A large bird, SVi inches long,
its scalloped buffy tan feathers reminded me o f overlapping scales, a latticework o f
perfect shells each rimmed in brown. I was thrilled. Walking back to the banding
station, I could not wait to show Randy; we had never caught one before.
Here at this station another juvenile, the Brown Creeper, still remains under
Hillary’s vest, barely alive but hanging on. Just minutes have occurred since her second
attempt began, but the look that passes between our eyes is not one o f great hope. Hillary
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is whispering, “We love you.” I am moved to tell her why I am here, a story from a
different time and place entirely. She listens with soft eyes as I describe the Ecuadorian
Andes, the remote elfin cloud forest in which I had camped high above the Vilcabomba
Valley. Hiking at nine thousand plus feet, I was surrounded by stunted trees laden with
bromeliads and fern, a kaleidoscopic experience in itself, further enhanced by the little
plastic baggie o f incredibly bitter green liquid I had ingested an hour earlier. All o f it,
more o f the psychedelic San Pedro Cactus juice than I had intended, was now streaming
through my blood. It was not my breathing, but the pounding o f my heart that forced me
to stop and stand still. The beating suddenly felt as if my heart were a wild thing tearing
itself from the moorings in my chest to gallop over the landscape. I looked for someone,
something to hold onto. Sinking down, I grasped a gnarled tree root for a sense o f
grounding and began to concentrate on breathing, slowly, deeply. Soon a cloud of
mosquitoes gathered. Putting my coat over my head, I lay down in the narrow trail.
Darkness did nothing to help my sense o f connection to reality, but the nervous chipping
o f a small bird did. This solitary sound came again, closer now, repeated. The
mosquitoes; it could only be risking getting so near to me for such a feast. I had to see.
Lifting the edge o f my jacket I peeked out at a small brown bird flitting over the tangle of
tree roots and vines. The dim light o f the forest bright in my eyes, I suddenly realized
how close I had been to losing contact with this incredible world all together. A purple
hummingbird with white flufify patches o f feathers on its thighs alighted, composed itself
on a branch. The Purple-crowned Woodnymph accompanied me the rest o f the day,
appearing randomly, reminding me o f this moment o f metamorphosis. It was a classic
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case o f the patient who awakens enamored o f the one who restored him or her to life, and
is willing to do anything to repay the favor.
That is how I feel about birds; it is why I am squatting in front of Hillary praying
to any God that will listen for the small bundle o f feathers and sinew to live. Tears rolled
silently down our cheeks when Hillaiy removed the Brown Creeper from the little nest in
her scarf, dead.
My sorrow turns to leaden despair, a bitter anger at my role in this unnecessary
death. Why must it be this way? There is no one person to blame; a host o f
circumstances conspired in its fate. Dragging my feet through the bark chips and leafy
debris on the forest floor, I return from the next empty net run to find my companions
justifying our presence here the best they can. We needed to band today despite the cold.
Extra people should have speeded things up, especially with Hillary’s experience. Randy
admits that had it been up to him, alone on the run, he probably would have let the bird
go at the net instead o f bringing it to the station. None o f us says it directly, but we all
feel that i f an experienced bander had handled the bird, perhaps we would have noticed
the signs o f stress sooner. What is the cost o f training? We have all made mistakes, seen
drops o f blood, panting birds, lost tail feathers, and injured wings. These are rare
occurrences. Randy and I will have banded or recaptured approximately 1300 birds by
the end o f the season, only three o f which will die, including this one. Less that onepercent mortality sounds good on paper, but it does not feel good in the field. It also does
not take into account what may be happening to these birds after we release them. I
know that tiny six gram Ruby-crowned Kinglets will fly to the nearest tree and start
pecking at their new ankle jewelry. How unbalancing is it for them? What is happening
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to their chicks and eggs in the nest while they are dangling from nets or fearing for their
lives in my loving hands? These questions plague me daily. I have discussed them with
Hillary, and written a letter to the founder o f the Institute, the force behind the
organization o f MAPS, asking why. There are no good answers, only compromises and
uncertainty in this age o f scientific rationality. We need proof in order to convince
people that these birds are in trouble, but at what price? A deeper wondering has begun
within me. Has our scientific worldview pigeonholed us into believing we have no other
choice? Perhaps it would be better to pull up the nets, leave the mountain and the birds to
themselves, and try to convince people though another means.
Instead, we leave on our last net run o f the day, six hours after the nets went up at
sunrise. Setting up has always been the most hectic and beautiful part o f the banding
experience. Each o f us has five nets to unfurl. Hooking loops from the four tiers over a
pole in the ground, I let out the folded net as I move to the other end o f the net lane, then
place the loops over the opposite pole. From the ground I retrieve a second pole, and,
while fitting it into the top o f the first, I spread the tiers eighteen inches apart. Doing the
same for the other side I finish with a net that begins about two feet off the ground,
depending upon terrian, and is around eight feet high at the top. At just under 5’3,” I
often find a stick comes in handy at such moments. While setting up, we listen for bird
song. My pencil and notebook are always handy, ready to jo t down the species I hear. I
am enthralled by the Winter Wren’s burbling soliloquy, the chickadee’s plaintive notes,
the Western Flycatcher’s soft whistle. At times these songs are a symphony o f
interwoven voices so intricate that I cannot differentiate them. The moments before
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sunrise are best, and at some point each singer becomes a soloist allowing me to discern
its identity.
One morning, as I stretched the folded net between poles, careful not to catch it
on twigs or allow it to dip into the leaves, the throbbing o f flight feathers passing at close
range froze me in place. I dared not move. My fingers held the net taunt, eyes seeking
the sound’s originator. Finally, I turned my head ever so slowly to find a juvenile Winter
Wren, still a bit fluffy, looking back at me. It hopped around on delicate branches o f a
small grand fir then flew, landing on the tightrope I had created. I don’t think I breathed.
The wren sidled closer, coming within inches o f my stiffening fingers, giving me that
one-eyed, innocent evaluation only a young bird can. Then, just as suddenly, it fluttered
away to hunt among the remains o f a fallen tree. I snapped back to reality, quickly
finishing my set up.
Today we are at Buck Creek, known to us as BUCR, following the acronym
formation for bird species. This birder’s shorthand uses the first one or two letters o f the
conunon name to form a code. Thus, Wilson’s Warbler becomes WTWA, Red-breasted
Nuthatch becomes RBNU, and Brown Creeper becomes BRCR. Their fate may lie in
the net; but I am uncertain whether it is the net’s presence or absence that will save them.
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Flight

The net is moving. I am sure o f that. But what it contains is an unknown as I
walk along its length toward the source o f vibration. Low to the ground, risking
becoming entangled in tall grasses as well as the nylon fibers o f the net, is a sparrow. It
is small, and as I cup the tangled squirming mass in my palm I see the buffy breast and
short tail that tell me it is a Lincoln’s Sparrow. It is wet from the grass and there is no
obvious opening; the bird has been flipping over and over in the pocket, creating a ball o f
feathers and black mesh that gives me a sinking feeling. I get the seam ripper out o f my
pocket and begin puzzling-cutting a couple strands is not too much damage to the net in
such cases.
The sparrow continues to squirm. She has no idea that I am here to help; for her I
am part o f the trap—a mouth and eyes too close to her body, too able to consume her at
any moment. She squirms and twists as I test the strands for a way through. Generally
there is a way, even when it appears impossible. This bird continues to struggle and the
feeling in the pit o f my stomach turns from light apprehension to flighty panic. I cannot
get her out. My calm scientific mind shuts down and I yell for my partner Randy. Help
fi'om someone fresh might prevent my having to cut a hole in the net and risk a greater
possibility for dangerously entangled birds in the future.
It’s counterintuitive, but true: large—almost bird-sized—holes are actually the
cause o f some o f the worst injuries and entanglements bird banders encounter. The
regularity o f the net vanishes and whole wings get stuck in positions that strain flight
muscles and confuse biologists. It is better not to cut more than a strand or so, as much
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as I may have wished for the power to rip it seam from seam at moments like those. An
evenly spaced set o f squares and fibers prevents most injuries, but not all, and we often
forget that it is the net itself causing the problem, not its condition. As part o f a team of
bird banders, hoping to gather the data to prove birds worthy o f our conservation
efforts—a change in the way we live our lives—I lost sight o f the solution to my anxiety
and trembling fingers at each suffering bird. It was too simple—just take down the net.
Or, better still, don’t awaken before dawn and erect this barrier to flight once again with
tomorrow’s rising sun.
*

*

*

*

*

I have always loved awakening to the sun, sleeping in the moon’s soft rays. But
most every morning, even though I awoke in the joy o f light playing off my pillow, I
found myself searching inside. Did I do anything bad yesterday, is there something I
should be feeling guilty for? Often there was nothing major, but the clothes rumpled at
the end o f my bed in an otherwise spotless room, or something I did not do just right or
said not so nicely would count, and the place inside that felt guilty was assuaged. I had to
look outside myself for the reasons. Inside, there were feelings I could not place. Inside
me there was a place I could not know. Just as I would never be able to know the birds
by handling them, I could not know m yself by searching in the mirror’s reflection. The
safest way to try to touch those feelings was by not feeling them. I tried to give them
reasons, objective proofs, substantial reality. I f I could prove that there was something
wrong in my life, perhaps there would be a solution and the feelings would go away. I
was not ready to just observe how my feelings behave when they are on their own, not
trapped in the grip o f expectation.
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What existed hidden in my memory was also unknowable. And remained
unknown until I was able to stop viewing myself as an object to be changed and shaped
through life. Until I became a feeling, living being unto myself, until I began to respect
those feelings and respond to them, my memories were trapped in a webbing o f fear and
denial. I could not untangle it and did not realize it was not necessary. That webbing
was created out o f words and actions perpetrated when I was too young to sort through
their right and wrong on my own, or to get help.
The adolescent moment when I got my first period is one o f those memories,
linked to feeling, that remains hidden from me, caught somewhere in the recesses o f my
mind. The box o f pads, tampons, and literature that I received from sex-education class
was purple. Proud o f that box, even excited by the possibility it offered, I gave it a place
in the top o f my closet, tucked among stuffed animals. It was in good company—button
tailed Eeyore, Shamu the killer whale. Fishy Wishy— all my childhood secrets lived with
them there.
When I did get it, the monthly blood only served as a reminder o f all I disliked
about middle school: teasing boys and competitive girls, my own body and tight jeans,
and the idea o f impending womanhood. The bleeding meant I was stuck in a female
body. It was a sign o f compromises to come and consequences in a world that does not
admit to such things as blood and body fat. My new body craved, it wanted round hips
and chocolate in order to bleed. There was no logic to it, and it was not the slender ideal
society seemed to expect. The fibers o f rationality twisted and tangled with my emotions,
tearing at the seams and proving only that survival lay in adaptation o f my mind, not
freedom from the twisted position in which I found myself.
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Outwardly, I was angry. A therapist suggested I keep track o f my cycle. The idea
that I might have some control over this situation had never occurred to me. My body
had changed without my consent, expanded beyond my will into puberty and
simultaneously had become the subject o f pubic critique. Life was no longer a matter o f
feeling good, it was a matter o f looking good. And my form did not fit the “look.” I
took it all in and did not know how to spit it back out again. No one lead me to believe
that life could be any different. I felt stuck, and there was no way to live in fantasy
novels all the time, and no one seemed to say that feelings were more important than the
outward appearance o f things— my body, my hair, my clothing. Rebellion in a shy, but
headstrong girl was not really an option in that extroverted teenage way. I focused my
need for control inward, and I used what I could easily obtain, food. Bulimia was the
ideal outlet; no mere ingestion o f social expectation. I could assuage my confusion,
momentarily abandon my denial, and keep the repercussions to myself. It appeared to be
a clear way out o f the trap o f weight gain.
*

*

*

*

*

As a teenager, sneaking food firom the fridge late at night was a regular past-time.
At my house you could be sneaking food in broad daylight—if there were more than the
appropriate number o f frozen chocolate chip cookies involved. My mom made some o f
the best cookies I have ever eaten; however, she froze most o f the batch. She did not
trust herself with them. Cookies seem innocent enough, but they are works o f devilish
indulgence when you believe that such foods should not be part o f a thin, healthy
woman’s diet. Denial creates the most outrageous cravings; there is something very
satisfying about the way firozen chocolate chips crunch.
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Food is a good friend, a better distraction, and the most difficult vice: you can’t
just quit cold turkey.
I read and ate with my back up against the door. Not for comfort, but protection.
The worst possible moment would have been discovery. Even in rebellion, I did not
really want to hurt my mother; she was my best friend. But it seemed that anything I did
was a reflection on her, so the act o f gaining weight— indulging beyond Nutrasweet—
was fearful territory indeed. It represented a failure o f the self, a failure o f womanhood.
Bulimia does not just slip from generation to generation. It is handed down
through fear. Mom never wanted me to develop a close association with the toilet. Yet I
can still see my face reflected in the water. A medium sized pizza and a pint o f Hagan
Das swirling down is never as satisfying as it was going in my mouth. It gave me a
measure o f control over emotions that did not seem to relate to my daily life.
Fortunately, I never became a daily practitioner o f this ritual. I will always remember the
blood that began to come from my throat after a few times. That kind o f visceral reality,
a visible sign o f self-destruction, was enough to stop me.
At age twenty-two, my period stopped. My sister lost hers before I did. She had
watched the struggle for control, the meaning o f fat in our household, in society, and had
taken it up as offered, coming home from swim team workouts to eat diet soup and
slender slices o f bread in her room. Family dinner around the table ended during high
school. In college, proud o f my veganism, I took the eco-warrior’s route to thinness.
Why be a part o f this destructive, exploitative society? Instead, I quit consuming what it
produced. Then I cut out fats for good measure. My hands ran along sinew and bone,
polished muscle that reminded me o f how it felt touching my boyfriend.
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It was not until I experienced a new kind o f treatment woven in a different social
fiber that my cycle returned. I was a recent college graduate traveling and working in
Latin America. Wanting to learn more Spanish, I lived with an Ecuadorian family for a
summer. The mother, Judith, doted on all o f us, and the price o f that love was following
the rules o f the house. This included eating her bountiful cooking, and for me, learning
to be teased. We would sit around the kitchen table, talking over fresh milk and soft, still
warm rolls from the comer market. Invariably, she called me “la p eco sa " the freckled
one, or touching the long hairs on my calves Judith would comment on my
“piernadotas^^ big strong legs that were getting bigger and stronger with each week I
lived there. We laughed together. Never before had I seen love sparkling in the moist
eyes o f those who teased me. I woke up every morning to fresh-squeezed juice and a
good breakfast. She mourned our busy schedules, saving the soups made for lunch until
we arrived home at night. I was fed without judgment, without reservation.
Before finding my way to this home, I held a job as a translator for an ecotourism
outfit. The Indians at the hotel I worked for thought that vegetarians, even fish-eating
vegetarians, went crazy in the jungle. So it was in the Amazon, at a table protected by a
palm-leaf thatch roof, that I began to consume chicken again. My first bites went down
under the Ecuadorians’ approving brown-eyed gaze. In 1994, after five years o f selfrighteous eating, my habits were changed by superstitious strangers’ concern for my
well-being.
I still remember the day, living in Quito with Judith, that I bought a quarter
chicken. It had been cooked on a spit, rotating golden brown and juicy to tempt the
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unwary passerby. I ate it all. Stripping every last morsel from the bones, I broke into
them and sucked the marrow out, following the example o f my newfound Ecuadorian
family. It was an act o f unselfconscious camivory. My period came the next day.
It left again when I returned to the USA. It left when culture shock brought back
my insecurity. Bulimia was enough to convince my womb that bleeding was a
superfluous byproduct o f good nutrition, compared with the more pressing challenge o f
ensnaring and freeing, over and over, my wild emotions.
I also returned in love with birds.
*

*

*

*

*

Nearly thirty miles o ff the San Francisco coastline our sailing ship approached a
single square mile o f hilly turf on which two trees grew, each in the lee of an old
Victorian home. The first gust o f wind off that craggy jumble found me with tears
streaming down my cheeks—the Farallon Islands smelled just like the Ecuadorian
Galapagos. Abundant bird guano, salt water, and sea lions combined in a familiar milieu
that brought back all the reasons I had chosen ornithology. M y obsession had brought me
to this place. And I found more than birds. That first night at dinner our head biologist,
Elizabeth, said, “we are all friends here,” and that stuck with me longer than anything
else did. It was that friendship that overcame the realities o f the job, keeping me on the
island despite defensive, screaming gulls and scratched fingers, and shit dripping from
my hard hat—the results o f reaching my hands into the nests o f nearly every species on
those rocks.
In times o f great stress most birds will regurgitate their food. It lightens their
load, allowing quick escape or attack. Checking the Western Gulls, spotted eggs
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occasionally caused this reaction. I had watched a male nearly lose his meal and swallow
it repeatedly as I handled fragile shelled embryos. Once, as Lucy carefully measured and
marked, a gull spewed euphousid shrimp onto her shoulder from its position on a large
boulder overlooking her work. The pink chunks ran down her turquoise jacket, repulsing
her, but causing no change in the situation. She finished her data collection calmly. That
night we all stood at the kitchen counter, eating fresh slices o f homemade bread, laughing
at her disgust as she told us the story. I stayed, buttering thick slices o f warm bread well
after everyone else had gone to bed. It seemed I would never tire o f the taste, and just
one more piece and a little more honey would be the last, the slice that satisfied my
craving. Finally, too sick to sleep, I leaned over the kitchen sink, sticking a finger down
my own throat. Then I made sure to clean the gooey dough from the sink’s metal sides.
In the morning, I woke groggy. Wondering what had caused it to clog, Elizabeth and
Tom were in the kitchen snaking the sink’s drain. They had been there about an hour,
sending the twisting snake down again and again. I wished I could fly.
Human kindness and the belief in a greater good supported me until I found
m yself “barfing Auklets. ” That is the technical term for a technique used in order to
discover what this year’s parents are selecting to bring home to baby. Cassin’s Auklets
are small chunky seabirds that spend their days diving after fish and bobbing on the
ocean’s surface. Donning headlamps, we followed either o f two solid pathways that
navigate the maze o f burrows and nests. As birds landed awkwardly on the soft soil and
began scrambling for their holes, we lunged off-trail, grasping humid air more often than
feathers in the island darkness. It was a free for all. Pick a likely bird, get a light oh it,
and grab. Catching one was the easy part; barfing it was where the real finesse came in.
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Before the bird in my hand could lose its hard-earned catch o f sea life in self-defense, I
had to get its head into a small plastic baggie and catch the regurgitation. This oily mix
was ultimately meant for tiny fluffy chicks that had been waiting, often alone, in their
burrows all day. I tried to do it. The bird stuffed partway inside, barf oozed down the
outside o f the bag. My fingers reeked with a familiar scent and my mind rebelled. I was
not cut out for this kind o f conservation.

When I told my parents how long it had been since my last period—nine months
after returning from Ecuador—they sent me to an endocrinologist. He took a lot of blood
samples and got my whole history as far as I knew it. The tests came back negative. My
twenty-five-year-old body was completely functional, free to bleed any time, according
to modem medical science. He looked me straight in the eyes, and, holding my gaze,
asked if I thought I could be anorexic. That I might be starving had not occurred to me.
But it rang tme.
Books with titles like The Golden Cage, Fat Is a Fem inist Issue, and When Food
Is a Four-Letter Word came home with me from the libraiy. I read them all avidly. My
life story was on those pages. The adolescent struggle to be different, the loneliness, the
middle-class white suburban family were all there, printed in distinct black on white
characters. The last scrap o f individual experience I might have preserved fled as the
pages piled up. These books came with me to my job watching hawks for a graduate
student in the Florida Keys. I kept them under my pillow and remained thin. The mirror
reflected orange skin and a spreading rash. The dermatologist called this new
development exema, but I knew that patch o f raw flesh went more than skin deep. The
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women birding with me envied my narrow frame. I secretly envied pasta and cheese and
the peanut butter chocolate chip cookies I baked and they ate freely.
*

*

*

*

*

My idea o f escape was further flight. I got an all-expense-paid volunteer position
on a remote island 500 miles from Honolulu, Hawaii. It was to be a job with a multitude
o f nesting seabirds, and I would arrive just in time to witness the mating dance o f the
Albatross. This was ostensibly my motivation, the graceful motions o f renewal and
commitment to new life. They proved to be ungainly, yet filled with a communicative
beauty I could only hope to approach.
Tern Island was created in wartime by dredging sands to enlarge what had been
nothing more than a spit. Now, along its margins, a narrow strip o f intense avian
reproduction occurs year-round. We were in charge o f checking its progress, using long
sticks to persuade fearless tropical island birds to lift o ff their nests among scrubby, thick
leafed bushes. Pecking at unwary biologists’ heads. Sooty Terns learned quickly.
Masked Boobies just eyed us skeptically, however, and you could practically walk up to a
seated Albatross and stroke its folded feathers. Once a White Tern flew into my room.
Blinded by the artificial light, it circled in confusion, finally hitting the wall. After I
gently restrained its flailing, this pale apparition sat in my open palms for a full minute,
eyes adjusting to the darkness, uncertain o f its ability to fly as I held my hands out into
the night
Every three or four weeks a plane was scheduled to come with mail and food; the
rest was up to the people there. I was looking for community—the support I experienced
on the Farallons. I found women in bikinis, couples, a weight room, and a fellow
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anorexic. She worked with endangered Hawaiian Monk Seals and ate nothing but plain
vegetables—fresh, frozen, or canned. One night a member o f her crew offered her some
bread to go with the baked garlic we were all enjoying. She turned him down, eating the
mushy cloves straight out o f their husks instead. Complaining o f cold, this woman
searched the ocean for seals, but no sunlight could penetrate such thin skin.
*

*

*

*

*

There is one other thing that I didn’t remember and couldn’t soar away from.
Actually, the only reason I know it happened is because a kind o f memory does exist: a
photographic memory. It is the sort o f memory that could be happening to any little girl,
in any dark room. I do not remember when I began to see the two images I have in my
mind. It seems they have been there for a long time. Only once, while my sister and I
were both in college, did I tell anyone o f these “memories.”
Walking through a maze o f sequoias that graced Amy’s home on the campus at
UC Santa Cruz, we were looking for fairy-rings in the dark. These elusive entities are
circles o f huge trees that have grown up together. It is a world apart, a place where
people find freedom to delve into magic possibility, weaving shelters o f sticks and
trinkets among their massive trunks. I felt compelled to tell her, first making sure she
was ready to hear something kind o f disturbing, something I had never told anyone else.
When I finished we were both silent, a chill running up my spine. The tone in her voice,
as she acknowledged having understood what I described, told me to leave the story to
the woods and the night.
I had given up ornithological fieldwork along with my innocent wish to help
nurture the world’s bird populations back to health through scientific endeavor. My body
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could no longer endure the repercussions o f my distaste. Manifest in digestive mayhem
and blood sugar swings, these symptoms o f discomfort endangered the very beings I was
concerned for—my hands trembling at the net. But in the end, the birds brought back my
memory. Handling them had forced me to eat regularly, to care for myself. And the fear
that I might, in illness, be further separating myself from what I loved most, sent me
seeking help. I found it in a woman named Phoenisis who practices massage and Limbic
Integration. At a time when the scientific approach had failed me, these “alternative”
healing modalities seemed to be the only option for my exhausted body. We began
working together when I returned from my last attempt to work as an ornithologist.
That final job caused me more confusion than any other had. We were
monitoring sparrow productivity in the last contiguous remnant o f California coastal sage
scrub. The work seemed harmless enough: observe birds to discover their nest sites,
mark the location with a bit o f flagging twenty meters or so from the actual hiding place,
and check their progress every four days. Yet once again, I found myself invading the
most highly protected realm o f a bird’s life. A Rufous-crowned Sparrow displayed more
courage than I have ever mustered in my own existence. One penetratingly bright eye
trained on mine, this bird scolded me at arm’s length for having approached its nest.
Sitting endless hours on cool granite boulders, I found my anger surfacing again.
I wanted to run, yelling and beating my fists, crying out against the blue horizon, or melt,
hollow, into the stone. The boulders rough surface held my body at a time when neither
soft feathers nor human arms could touch what I felt inside. Scientific investigation was
not for me. It did not bring me closer to the birds. The Spanish verb “mo/e^tor” repeated
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in my mind. I did not want “to bother” anyone. So I left Parris, California, in May o f
1997 and returned once again to Portland, Oregon.
That summer, Phoenisis and I soon turned from smoothing over symptoms on the
massage table to seeking their genesis. Limbic work involves getting answers and
changing old thought patterns by accessing the subconscious mind through a process o f
testing muscle strength in response to yes/no questions. She suggested it to me as a
possibility for deeper work. I was seeing Phoenisis almost weekly, trading my labor in
her garden for her skill as a therapist. I trusted her enough to try.
Neither o f us would say she heals. But I would suggest that she gave me a
comfortable place to expose myself, offering an alternate method o f dealing with what I
might find inside. I must admit that I had never been much o f a believer in reconnecting
with one’s inner child. Nevertheless, during my morning meditation, something o f the
sort happened. A vision o f a small girl, red Afro bouncing above her freckled face as she
ran toward my body, is what compelled me to tell Phoenisis those memories. It was time
to find out what that child had to say, and I could not face it alone.
We asked my subconscious. Memory did not kick in; no full-color sensory
experience suddenly materialized. Instead we got yes or no responses from my limbic
brain stem by testing my ability to hold my arm down when a question was asked. I am
still left with two dim images and a statement made by a man holding a little girl’s hand.
What I do believe now is the validity o f those images. I have a sense o f being three and a
half or four years old, and my idea that it was someone familiar, someone from the
neighborhood, has also been confirmed. What I am sure o f now is that I was molested as
a young child; and, almost more importantly, that I was told, and believed, that if I ever
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mentioned it to my parents they would think I was lying, that I was the bad one. What I
grew up with was a desperate need to please, to be freed from the invisible strands o f that
guilty silence.
Bulimia and anorexia are not about weight, they are about control. Self control.
There is no more visceral experience o f having some control over one’s life—what
happens to your body—than being able to ignore or override basic sensations such as
hunger. It gave me a way to take or leave what the world offers. Learning to live in
hunger or bloated pain also left little energy for emotions. By completely removing them
from daily experience, I could reject my emotions as unnecessary, invalid. I avoided
feelings for fear that they would overwhelm and lead me to a place o f no control at all.
That must be what it feels like to be sexually molested as a child.

My sister acted as the catalyst that pushed me to believe all this really happened.
She called in tears, having received a letter I wrote to tell her o f my experience with
Phoenisis. What appeared coincidental at the time was that she was just getting ready to
ask me about those very images six years after I told her o f them. Working through her
own issues with sexuality and food had found Amy in tears more often that she liked; she
had begun to wonder who or what else might be involved in my firustratingly fuzzy
memory. I wished for a better picture, one I could move around in. I still do. When we
asked, my subconscious told Phoenisis and me that Amy was involved. Amy is three
years and four days younger than I am. Never had I allowed myself to feel the kind o f
burning rage I did when my arm lifted up easily, indicating an affirmative. It threatened
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to send me flying o ff the table, through the French windows and into the trees, igniting
them in consuming flame.
My parents are wonderful people. They raised two beautiful daughters. I
remember bedtime stories as a kid and all the grass we fed to any horse who would take
it. M om’s homemade bread and Dad’s Donald Duck imitation. My mom and dad were
there, yet somehow for two or three crucial nights they were not. This explains some
things about now. It gives me one possible answer for why both my sister and I have had
anorexia.
Anorexia and bulimia do not just appear. They are encouraged by society—just
take a look at the latest fashion, and more importantly, the proportions o f the mannequin
enmeshed in its folds. But I believe it takes something more, a place inside, a need for
reconciliation or a feeling so strong traditional netting is useless and something tougher is
required to tame it. Mom’s friend Gerry has had bulimia as long as I have been alive.
They lived together in college and shared their obsession with food silently. My mom
quit. Gerry kept the silence. She kept it well. Growing up, I knew her only as a large,
loving woman with a deep laugh.
After my anorexia became public, she ripped that sound barrier. We were sitting
on a bridge over a North Carolina estuary. Gerry was water-coloring and I, o f course,
was trying to discover the identity o f the small brown sparrow scrambling over the
rushes. She grew tired again; Gerry has sleep apnea among other things. Instead o f
nodding off, though, she managed to ask me how I feel about my relationship with food.
Unidentified, the bird fluttered away. My answer was not as important as her admission,
or rather, the relief o f finally relating her story. At fifty-five she was still keeping the
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silence. Even her husband did not yet know that Gerry has been embracing and rejecting
food as a mother bird might for all these years.
Secrets are barriers; fully erected, they stop us from living. We become caught,
held by our own tongues, objectified as prisoners o f fear—fearing the repercussions o f
our own emotions.
Facing the depths o f my psyche took its toll. I lost weight fast; my December
birthday was a thin time. The morning before, I meditated. Most accurately described as
Ann-style, my meditation technique at that time was a mishmash o f spiritual pathway
ranging from Zen to Wicca. But this meditation lasted two and one-half hours, and had
no form I could ever have designed. It began with a wish to send all my confused
feelings to the man in Salt Lake City who had caused me such loss as a child. Gathering
them up into a ball, along with the hope that they m i ^ t engender a little compassion in
that far away soul, I attempted to choose one o f the animal friends that I identified with as
messenger. M y first choice was lioness. She would not go, remaining curled in my skull,
her raw power sleeping. The next best selection was the hawk I tentatively imagined on
my shoulder, an ally I had never been too sure of. He possessed the advantage o f flight,
however, and so hawk went. Swooping though my old neighborhood toward whomever
this person was, I sent my sense o f helpless outrage away on those imaginary wings, only
to have it return.
The hawk spiraled upward to my repeated calling, each repetition more
incredulous, each spiral higher, "Hawk, hawk, hawk ... Mr. Hawk.” Those words caused
a kind o f numb tingling. I am still taken to that place outside myself as I write these
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words, or perhaps it is a place deep within. Mr. Haack had been a good family friend,
and was a neighbor during my childhood.
Most telling o f all is the tingling sensation around my mouth and down my necjk
when I speak o f this meditation. It is a sense o f myself without being quite inside, as if I
am observing my body from within, yet without participating in its sensations. There is a
moment that comes sometinies as I am lying in bed at night. Suddenly I will be floating
away from my resting form towards what seems to be a window high above me. I'm
unable see out o f it, nor do I recognize it, but before I get there I pull back, hoping to
return to my body. Never have I glided out o f that window.
I have managed to tell my story. The very first phone call reached Amy. It was
the night o f my 28* birthday. She listened to the story o f my meditation calmly from
Santa Cruz until the repetition o f hawk. The words Mr. Hawk sent her into ten minutes
o f hyperventilation and tears that refuted any doubt either o f us might have had. I
breathed slowly, deeply, and hung on to the other end o f the line. When she could be
verbal once again, Amy let me know that the thought had crossed her mind, but she had
just as rapidly dismissed it because the Haacks have been such good friends to our
parents.
The next person I told was a massage therapist who specializes in shiatsu. Shiatsu
is a way o f balancing energy in the body. Mary was my favorite practitioner. I
remember watching the large brown irises and dark lashes as I told her, speaking from
outside myself through a mouth barley able to form words. The look in her eyes did not
change. Mary was still seeing the same Ann she had known before my story as she was
after it. That is when I knew I could be free. Wfliy I expected disgust and rejection I do
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not know. Such stories engender in me only a wish to embrace the teller, but I never
included myself in that kind o f compassion. Her reaction, or non-reaction, gave me the
courage to tell a few more people, as it became appropriate. Each time my mouth tingles
less.
At the time, I was nearly wiped out by an hour-long shiatsu massage, and so thin
that the world was too much most days. I could not feel the actuality of what had
happened, and what little knowledge o f it I did have did not give me direct access to the
emotions I must have felt as a child. My proof o f suffering was in the fact o f my daily
existence. There were 109 pounds on a frame that is happy and slender at 125. Long red
hair wound around its brush and found its way to the garbage. My skin radiated an
orangish hue that even a serious carrot juice habit could not have produced. A counselor
at the public health clinic held onto my hand, looked into my eyes, and asked if I had
jaundice. The list o f foods I could not tolerate kept growing and a drop in blood sugar
meant complete loss o f functionality. My period had withdrawn into its womb long
before I said anything—the body remembers.
Months later, Amy and I decided to tell our parents. April in Sedona, their new
home and a good place to expose the winter’s reveW ons in some brighter light. If
nothing else happened, it would be a fabulous place to bird. Wandering among the red
rock cliffs and twisted madrone, I would be free to enjoy the innocent spirits that first
captivated my soul. I love to sit, yards from my parents’ hummingbird feeder, and just
watch the desert’s inhabitants flash by. Each one thrills me as if it were the first.
Sometimes, nature reveals her mysteries to those willing to obtain a clear view.
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We both planned to be there. I had nightmarish daydreams plotting how I might
have to rent a taxi and fly out o f Phoenix early. They might not believe me; worse still,
they might think I was bad, wrong, or just plain crazy. I realized it was a lot to ask o f
them. They would have to accept that somehow someone got through their parental
watchfulness. On the other hand it would offer some explanation for why Amy and I
have never quite seemed able to become healthy, robust women. It was a risk I had to
take.
As the time came closer, I discovered how much love had gathered around me.
Friends, housemates, and co-workers knew my story, and shared their own. I was
amazed to find I had created a community in Portland that I could rely on. The world
was suddenly full o f beautiful people who had suffered as children. Why hadn't I known
before? Where had they been all my life? This circle o f humanity had somehow
untangled themselves, come forward from the regularity o f silent denial and identified the
holes in its protection. They had quit relying on it for their sense o f personal safety
altogether, finding wings not through rational control but trust in their own intuitive
response to the world. Perhaps they have always been there; this time I reached out and
the hands held on.
Amy and I told our parents. It was the ultimate rebellion. Kind o f like telling a
secret you have pledged in blood never to whisper as long as you live. I never made any
o f those pacts as a child; perhaps I didn’t need to. The one that had been forced on me
was enough. Yet it was not binding or forever. We told. We told in parts, sitting on the
southwest patterned couches in my parents’ living room, using the most visceral
experiences of remembrance as all the proof we had. Their faces expanded, drawing in.
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and eyes took on the sheen o f seeing the world anew, as nervous sweat dripped and stank
in my underarms. I \%^nted only belief, acceptance from my position on the loveseat. I
got tears, and warm arms wrapped around me, and the compassion that had eluded me,
like feathers in the wind, all my life.
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Feathered

I woke with the birds
awoke alone
gently, from a dream
a lover
silken plumage and long arms.
I was nestled
soft, in his embrace.
A wren chimed morning
tangled in my own hair,
turning my face to the balcony
I saw him perched, singing.
He was free to fly
I danced all hips
absorbing
all the looks, the stares
and rejected their offers
never wanted attention’s center
not that way—yet
I kept my hair long
and my waist slender
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Fledgling

I carefully arranged my blanket and cushions, sat down, closed my eyes and
began a ten-day silent meditation course. For the first three days it was fine; we observed
the flow o f air passing in and out o f our nostrils and sat for 10 Vz hours a day. But on the
forth day the meditation changed. The teacher instructed us in the practice o f Vipassana;
observation o f the reality within oneself. In practical terms that meant focusing on every
square inch o f the body to discover what type o f sensation might be present there at the
very moment you reach it. You can do this in two to three inch squares and any sensation
will suffice— heat, cold, itching, numbness, throbbing, tingling, sharp pain, or the
complete absence o f sensation. It is all sensation, and the point o f spending all day for
six more days checking and rechecking each place, is that sensations constantly change.
Expectation will get you nowhere in this game, for just when you begin to think your
shoulder will be full o f burning tension forever, that big knot releases and a throbbing
takes over, followed by tingling the next time around, or the next, and then something
else begins. I had to admit that this was true, my body did not feel quite the same any
two times arouiid—but to keep checking it? I tried to remember just what kind o f
understanding I hoped to gain by searching for knowledge within myself.
My body had not been a routine source o f pleasure. Why in God’s, or Buddha’s,
name would I want to sit around on a little wooden bench and examine it piece by piece?
That process literally made me angry and afraid. Angry because I expected meditation,
you know—clearing the mind, getting kind o f high and happy and calm. And afraid,
because I would be examining a place that did not feel all my own; I wanted out o f my
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body not further into it. A female body, it had been up for judgment, commented on by
passing men, pressed and swallowed by fashion, deemed too short and too busty by the
dance world. It was an insecure place, one I could not really trust to be as I wished. A
piece by piece examination meant feeling all the parts I had been so critical of, those I
was accustomed to showering with animosity. Could I feel inside thighs with stretch
marks and my chronically tense gut without judgment, and accept that they would
continue changing through processes beyond my control for the rest o f my life? More
confusing was that when I did pass my meditator’s attention through them, those parts
felt like the rest, a little tingly but basically o.k.
The mind is ultimately the creator o f all sensations no matter where we encounter
them. Mine are just as belief-based as anyone’s are, and spending time contemplating the
changing sensations on my body frightened me. What would I come to understand? I
wanted my life to change; and, as I have learned in science, observation is the first step
toward any valuable discovery.
The meditation hall was a soft place. Gently lit and with walls of wood, it glowed
warm tones in the wet, gray chill o f the Pacific Northwest in January. I did not mind
being in the hall, hearing the sonorous chanting, following my breath, and listening to the
daily instructions. Blue square mats in rows kept us each in our place, the men on one
side and the women on the other side o f the hall, according to Indian custom. The
teachers sat on a raised platform in front o f us. We were up at four a m. with the gong
and in the hall by four thirty to meditate for two hours before breakfast. The day was a
series o f short breaks, two meals—breakfast and lunch— and tea time, as well as an hourlong discourse each evening. We had committed to noble silence for the ten days, which
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meant no direct eye contact or gestures along with not speaking. Writing was also out o f
the question. The rules are to prevent distraction. There was nothing more appealing
than a good book or a friend to tell this experience to when faced with nothing but
myself— the body I have lived with all these years, and yet do not seem to know on such
an intimate level.
My real reason for being there involved food. Call me an ex-bulimic and a
recovering anorexic, or a woman who found herself busty and curvy in a narrow world.
Either way, I tried to change what I am by force, or control. Now I live with the
consequences and still wonder some days what I might look like if I had just trusted my
body to do its own thing. Probably, just about the same. But there are some lingering
difficulties. I am allergic to wheat and, as a result, I have become used to cooking all my
own meals. Trusting the people at the meditation center to provide cuisine that would not
send me into digestive mayhem was no trifling matter. I honestly feared meal times. The
gong rang, and instead o f Pavlovian drooling, my breathing become more rapid and my
pace quickened in order to arrive at the dining room on time. Being one o f the first in
line was important. It gave me a sense o f control in this abstract situation, and I was
convinced it was the best way to make sure I would have a chance to select enough o f the
items that were wheat-free from the buffet style service. This reaction was a real
challenge. I knew that there would be plenty for all, but that knowledge did not assuage
my strong apprehension o f social meals cooked by hands other than my own.
In the end, I left that first meditation well fed, my breath coming regularly and my
feet steady as I walked to our final meal. Many more dietary restrictions than wheat
came up during those first ten days, but they were all really preference-based, and I felt it
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was time to relinquish my specialness when it comes to food. Six months later, in August
o f 1999,1 arrived at my second ten-day meditation with a vow that I would not ask for
anything special past alerting the kitchen staff o f my wheat allergy. The first course had
taught me that being special is its own kind o f addiction, and I knew that it would take
more than knowing o f this addiction to imderstand exactly how and why the feelings in
my gut were consistently displaced with a focus on food. Signing up for a second
Vipassana course, this time in the summer heat o f the Colorado mountains, was my way
o f continuing to search for answers.

When I first saw the meditation site outside o f Cedar Ridge, it disappointed me.
There was no great sweeping view o f the mesas o f Colorado, or even a large tract o f
pristine land. The center we were to use for twenty days, two meditation courses, was
normally a children’s camp run by a church. Located in some beautiful countryside, the
population surrounding it was only a smattering o f houses hidden in the scrub and small
pines, but I expected more from the descriptions o f my friends. Not only had I signed up
to sit for ten days but to serve as a volunteer in the kitchen for the second ten. The river
sounds saved it for me. And the birds. And one enormous old juniper standing by the
rushing water. That tree could be seen from anywhere on the property, reminding us all
o f how small and impermanent we really are.
There was also a pair o f bam swallows nesting in the eves o f the extended roof
over the dining hall. They had built an irregular mud nest curved into the comer between
cross beams. It contrasted with the smooth, white painted boards that shade the women’s
walkway. On the cement below the nest there was a patch o f scattered guano. The
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parent birds constantly flew in and out and around with food deliveries, unless someone
was standing directly under the nest or looking up at it with a little too much curiosity.
A resounding chorus o f hungry and satisfied cheeps accompanied each landing. They
took turns, waiting until one parent was finished choosing the widest, most vocal gape to
thrust its bill into before the other landed and took over the task o f discerning which o f
the three wobbling heads needed feeding the most. The babies struggled peacefully for
comfortable positions. Their job was to grow. Their most important woric involved
staying quiet, except when food was on the wing, and then they had to seek it actively or
starve. The young birds had no choice but to respond when food was offered, and they
could not be picky about the form in which nourishment was presented.
Meditation is work, and remaining in the hall was often painful. It meant taking
the morsels o f wisdom offered by the teacher with all the dedication I could muster, and
applying them to my life with more than that. All the knowledge in the world would be
useless unless I was willing to experience its truth first-hand. That was the point of
sitting such long hours on a little wooden bench, or a pile o f cushions, or flat and hard on
the floor. Ten and one half hours a day were not meant to be sadism or narcissism, it was

my chance to observe the reality o f my body in a protected environment where personal
observation was my only goal. Impatience was not the way to build the set o f wings I
was working on. Observing the reality o f my body in the tented meditation hall revealed
not only where and how my legs fall asleep when I sit, but also the condition o f my mind.
It gave me just enough practice allowing my toes to go numb, tingly, twitchy, itchy,
numb again, to realize that anything I encounter in life will, if I am willing to wait it out,
change.
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A bird is bom two times— once as an egg and once out into the open air as a tiny
naked hatchling. Within the egg the chick grows, nourishing itself on what surrounds it,
unaware o f the dangers outside its shell.
What an incredible shock it must be to punch a hole in that protective coating
and breathe for the first time. The tiny bird deliberately exposes itself to that new
environment, as unknown as it may be. It is up to each hatchling to peck its way out—no
one can do it for them. Even the most attentive parents can only help piy off a loose flap
o f calcium or two. The egg may seem a safe place, but it is the stage in a bird’s life when
it is most helpless in the face o f the widest range o f predators that it will ever attract.
Only by growing wings and learning to fly— leaving the nest behind—does the
fledgling attain freedom. Flight gives the bird a position from which to observe the
landscape and choose his or her position in it. From that perspective he or she may find
sustenance or gather materials from which to build a home. No longer bound by the
earth for motion, birds still rely on its gravity for life. They are free, and yet they
continue in relation to all things, eating and nesting, aware o f predators and able to act
accordingly when danger is near. It is the attentive bird that survives, that gets the worm,
and finds that flight returns each morning with the sun. But wings do not serve unless
they are constantly preened. Daily upkeep is essential, even to such simple freedom.
At home, Vipassana meditators sit for two hours a day, once in the morning and
once in the evening. I had done this for months after my first course. But as final exams
and papers pressed in on me, my sitting became erratic, and once a day was the best I felt
I could do. The difference slowly became noticeable. No longer was I plunged back into
my body as I sat; instead, it was an hour o f obsessive thought punctuated by moments o f
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the awareness that even the thought, as persuasive as it was, was not all I was
experiencing. My sensations were still there, my hard wooden bench, the pea-green
carpet in my room still under my shins. Perhaps the best realization was how little time I
actually spent in my body while my mind zoomed off, fixing this sentence, straightening
out my schedule for next year, finding a summer job.
I have a degree in biology and am in some ways a scientist. Vipassana meditation
was presented as scientific, a rational, logical procedure for contacting the deepest
conditioning o f the mind at the subconscious level. Indeed, it does use many principles
o f science: excruciatingly close observation, suspension o f judgment, and dedication to
the quest for knowledge. To be a good Vipassana meditator means being consistently
aware and ready to notice the mind becoming caught in analysis, too involved in the
details o f the experiment to be able to sense what change is taking place. One must be a
diligent observer o f the self in order to understand that all sensation is ephemeral,
constantly changing phenomenon, as are the particles in a physicist’s laboratory. There is
no point in becoming attached to any o f them, no matter how convincingly the mind
argues for their validity and permanence, for new ones will always arise. Vipassana takes
the science o f observation one step further, into the wisdom o f understanding. This
freedom o f the mind to encounter reality, as it really is, can only be achieved through
synthesis: an intuitive process based on direct experience and non-attachment to results
that some scientists and some meditators finally encounter, and are forever changed.

I did spend a lot o f time on my bench at home wondering about a job. In the end,
I found myself working in the field once again, my time dedicated to the birds. Caroline,
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niy good friend and boss, was project leader and I was her field assistant. Tromping
through every drainage we could find within a half-hour drive o f Missoula, Montana, we
attempted to answer Caroline’s thesis question. She was studying Pigmy Owls, running
an experiment to determine whether the big black eyespots on the back o f a Pigmy Owl’s
head affect the direction from which little passerines mob them. That meant we were
trying to find out whether small birds like chickadees and nuthatches approach from the
direction o f the real eyes or the fake ones. Mobbing is a behavior that birds engage in
when they find a predator in their territory. They come close, calling and sometimes
flying right by the bird in order to discourage it from hunting there. Pigmy owls eat small
birds and rodents. So chickadees and their diminutive neighbors have a great incentive to
rid the area o f owls.
As far as a field job goes it was pretty non-invasive. We never went back to the
same site twice and the birds were only subjected to one ten-minute playing o f a
recording o f owls to draw them in. It was up to them how long, and with what intensity
they responded to the owl model perched on a pole and placed in the center o f a circle of
vegetation, once they noticed its presence. We were there to observe and record.
Caroline and I loved being so close to the birds. We sat with branches hanging
just over our heads, in the middle o f dense shrubs, or at the base o f a tree. We hoped we
were camouflaged. Caroline insisted we wear dark, solid colors, and we stayed as quiet
as possible, searching for birds with our eyes. Chickadees often mobbed the closest.
Hopping down the branches o f an alder to get a better look at the model, they seemed not
to see us. We would be frozen in place, a bird just a few feet from where one o f us sat.
Being so close was a relief and a pleasure. The tiny birds were unafraid of us and for a
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moment we could be in the forest with them, watching the painted predator and enjoying
the beauty o f so much vibrant life.
While meditating at the end o f the summer in Colorado, I encountered each
moment o f exhilaration, every distressed or confused bird, and my own weakness over
and over again. There was no pattern. I had been uncertain exactly why I was there. My
faith in the scientific process as it has been translated into the field study o f birds had
been worn thin by past jobs. Jobs that found me holding dead birds trapped too long in
mist nets, or reaching my hand into nests while the parents cried and dove around me. I
wanted to be with the birds, to get to know owls, to spend time in the woods, and,
hopefully, to provide some information that might convince someone that birds and
forests are interesting places with lives all their own. So even though I agreed to
participate, my sense o f ethical responsibility kept getting in the way. Just where was the
line, and, even if we did not cross it in this study, did we really need the answer to the
question asked?
At times Caroline and I could only watch, recording nothing, as ten or twenty
birds high up in a Ponderosa pine called and flitted about, and their valiant efforts to
defend themselves from a wooden model went to waste. That is when I got frustrated,
when the limitations science places upon data collection also limit what is a valid
response in life. Technically, we could have counted such behavior, but Caroline needed
to set up parameters in order to maintain the integrity o f her study. We had finally
decided, for simplicity, to consider only responses that occurred within the circle o f
vegetation we had chosen, and only then if a bird made a distress call. Those rules
assuaged Caroline’s need to prove she could do a thesis grounded in exacting science.
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They also eliminated much o f the intuitive processes we both experienced that told us
whether we were getting a true mobbing event or not. On some occasions the mobbing
was too high up or occurred in a layer o f trees just outside the circle. Other times a bird
came in and called, but it did not seem to see the owl at all. We had to ignore the first
and count the second. I found myself on many occasions wet, cold and tired, resenting
the entire process. Who was I to judge the actions o f birds; and what did I know o f their
sensations, especially in response to a human created scenario?
The issue o f intuition was one Caroline and I crossed and re-crossed many times.
We had to be sure that we chose sites that did not overlap in their composition o f birds—
no bird should be tested twice. Her advisors suggested that it would require 500 meters
between sites. So instead o f walking until we had come to what seemed to be far enough,
a new habitat, a valley instead o f a hilltop, or a place where we suddenly encountered a
new group o f birds, we counted our steps. Rather, Caroline counted hers. It takes 658 of
her strides to make 500 meters. Choosing circles o f vegetation was another matter. Here
we could allow our intuition to operate freely. We looked at several ovals and irregular
openings in the forest before we decided upon one. There was rarely a clear-cut circle
with a perfect mixture o f conifers, deciduous trees and shrubs, none too tall or too far
away to get a response. So we went with what “felt” best. At times we chose circles
because they made us happy. Often we each found a good one and then both stood in
their centers. Invariably one or the other gave us that settled feeling and we planted the
pole in the ground. If nothing felt right we kept going or just did the test anyway. I
would like to have kept a record o f all the times one or both o f us felt dissatisfied with the
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circle and we did not get a successful test. That for me would be an interesting
experiment, one I feel I could personally understand.
As the summer passed, I began to realize that this project was not about the
question asked or the answer received. It had far more to do with developing our
learning process. For Caroline, her thesis was an introduction to scientific process—
could she learn to be objective in the face o f so many variables? For me it became a
search inside. Why do people seek the understanding they wish to have through
experimentation on other animals? Why do we not ask ourselves what we can best do for
the world, and, do it? I know that seems simplistic, but we were posing a question to the
birds that they could never answer to everyone’s satisfaction; namely, why should human
society be concerned with wildlife? I began to believe more and more that the real
objectivity we needed was in our own lives concerning our own behaviors. It is difficult
to take care o f others, whether they be pets or wildlife or even other humans, when we
cannot see ourselves with compassion. When we leam to appreciate our own pain we can
sympathize with pain in others as well as the universal pain that comes as a condition o f
mortal life. Knowledge alone does not do the trick, there is some deeper understanding,
at the level of the heart, that must be affected before we are convinced to change our
beliefs and, consequently, become responsible for our actions.
That is precisely why I was sitting on a little wooden bench in Colorado, pledged
to silence once again for ten days— to observe my own belief, my own reactive mind, and
hopefully to become aware o f its cycles and able to act with awareness rather than
reacting. Sitting in the shrubs facing Caroline’s narrow face for another month, seeing
her smile widen when the birds came in and jaw tighten when they did not, would have
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been just as difficult. I got prunes and oatmeal for breakfast either way, and I seemed to
be able to go birding just as well from the meditation hall as I could out in the forest.
Besides replaying the six a.m. mornings with Caroline, the sunrise, the warblers, and the
unknown logging roads, the wet socks and strained friendship, my mind distracted me by
birding. I could identify most o f the songs and some o f the calls that pierced the pre
dawn hours in the meditation hall. A Spotted Towhee, that one who cut off the end of its
song making me think a bird I did not know was around, sang close to the hall. Its
neighbors did not share this abbreviation, so I could map territories in my head. During
the breakfast break I would walk the small area o f high-altitude scrub and pines, looking
for its feathered inhabitants. I got to just watch, no binoculars, no purpose, just for the
pleasure o f knowing that life exists and continues without me, despite all I may feel, and
in ways I will never understand.

On the second day o f the meditation course we were served a tofu dish with a
great sauce. I happily poured that sauce on everything, helping myself to seconds and
then thirds o f the rich tofu slabs. Thirds went against my better judgment, knowing I
needed a comfortable stomach to meditate well, but I ate it with fiendish relish. I felt a
little hyper back in my dormitory after lunch. In the meditation hall my stomach slowly
distended and I spaced out. I was supposed to be concentrating on the flow of air passing
through my nostrils and out over my upper lip. Instead I was lost in daydream, or just
plain lost. Finally I began to feel sad and angry. I ended up in tears, leaving the
“dhamma” hall to sit and bawl under a tree where I would not disturb the rest o f the
meditators. These were classic symptoms o f food allergy, and it occurred to me that the
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tofu had tamari soy sauce on it. I remembered once again that not all tamari is wheatfree.
I found myself asking the manager about it (meditators are allowed to bring such
concerns to appropriate staff members), and the response I got confirmed my suspicions.
Even though I had basically been wheat-poisoned for the afternoon, when I spoke with
her, my worry focused on the swallows. With so many meditators walking in and out o f
the dining area for the next eighteen days, some possibly gawking without realizing the
disturbance they might cause, would the birds abandon the nest? The women’s manager,
Betty, said no, that every year the swallows had nested there and each time the young
fledged despite the disruption. She did not take my suggestion that we rope off the space
under their nest, saying that it would disturb the meditators. I was not convinced. People
can be so curious; I had already seen them standing on benches for a better view o f the
babies or eating their meals where they could watch the young being fed close up. I
wanted the swallows protected, wanted to be sure they would make it though the course
and be able to fly away.
Instead, they were left to fend for themselves and I went back to the meditation
hall. For the next eight days I observed pain. A charley horse in my left calf kept me
fidgeting on my bench like a jumping bean with each twinge, or if I got off the bench, my
r i ^ t leg went numb from the hip down as I sat cross legged on a cushion trying to keep
my back straight and my mind focused. The wind blew the green striped canvas sides of
the hall, in and slowly out, or whipped the doorway hangings around. Rain poured down
in the afternoons and our shoes had to be brought inside, crowded together in the
entryway. Or the sun shone on the high desert and heated the hall like a greenhouse.
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Each evening the sun set to the booming sounds made by Common Nighthawks in flight,
and the Milky Way was often visible. The stars were so bright I walked from the
women’s dormitory to the bathroom in their soft light, at ease in the knowledge that they
would continue to show me the path despite their firequent disappearance behind the thick
storm clouds.
At the end o f the course my fellow meditators left and a new group arrived. The
swallows were still in their nest, their eyes now open. It was getting too small for all
three o f them and sometimes one would be perched on the rafters, stretching its wings. I
also stayed, moving my things to the servers’ quarters and resting. Conversation after ten
days o f silence was exhausting business, as happy and careful as it was among
meditators. Suddenly the fifty o f us could look each other in the eye and discover who
had been in the hall and what brought them there, as well as where they were going when
they left.
Serving the second course meant I would be cooking in the kitchen for the next
group o f meditators. I had taken the same vow for this portion o f my experience as the
last; I would not be special when it came to food. There were six o f us working in the
kitchen, most o f us new to serving and all having just sat the first course. Cherionna, a
macrobiotic, was also allergic to wheat. Lilly was strict vegan. She was so conscious
about not eating animal products that honey was out o f the question, being the product o f
bees’ labors. Fortunately, the rest o f the servers were pretty onmivorous in that
vegetarian environment. As we introduced ourselves, they discovered that I was also
allergic to wheat, that I had a lot o f good ideas for wheat-free foods, and that I loved to
cook. But as we were talking, considering the task o f preparing food for sixty people.
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and finding everything in the huge, industrial kitchen, soon-to-be meditators began to
appear at the door.
The first was a hypoglycemic woman allergic to wheat and soy. She had some
rye crackers with her and some rice milk. Sangeeta requested that we leave the crackers
out at all times in case her blood sugar dropped, and that there be some peanut butter and
rice cakes out at tea time for her. That was pretty standard stuff at a meditation course.
People are not supposed to bring special foods from home, but at times it is easier for
them and for the servers. Next, a pregnant woman came right into the kitchen. She had a
bag o f protein bars with her. For Angelica we were to keep a protein bar and a piece of
finit out as snacks between meals. She also needed a full meal at tea time and a glass of
milk with lunch. Then Candice showed up. She had a cooler with her and a plastic
shopping bag. Candice had crone’s disease, which meant she was unable to digest the
gluten in wheat, rye, barley, and oats. She was also allergic to dairy products, soy,
peanuts, com, garlic and other legumes. When we got done putting away the spelt flour
cereals and breads she had brought, as well as more rice milk, we began to get nervous.
Someone was going to have to keep track o f all these people and their needs, and
make sure we were labeling the contents o f all foods. Being knowledgeable about food
allergies, I was assigned the job. In the next few hours we got another hypoglycemic,
this time on the men’s side, and a strict vegan. Then a cancer patient arrived who needed
food with her medicine and could not eat soy products. Finally, a woman allergic to
almonds and sesame shyly approached the kitchen. Sesame tahini or soy sauce or
soymilk or tofu can be found somewhere in nearly every meal served during a Vipassana
course. I found myself deeply involved in trying to figure out how I was going to make
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something everyone could eat, or at least one thing edible by each person each meal. I
reserved a table for special foods, made some nametags and some covered containers— so
the other meditators would not be tempted by foods left sitting out all day—and went to
work on the menu.
As the Special Diets person, I labeled everything, worried, forgot things. I also
made some great wheat-free, soy-free combread, cookies, and an apple rhubarb crisp. I
replaced millet for bulgar wheat and took tahini out o f a few recipes by donating some
sunflower seed butter I had with me. Even the salad dressing said garlic-ffee for Candice
and tahini-ffee for Tess, the woman allergic to sesame. I began to wonder how spoiled a
group o f meditators in a tradition handed down ftom the time o f Guatama Buddha could
be. He just ate whatever came in his begging bowl. About nine o f our group could not
have sat the ten days in Colorado without special dietary consideration.
One night I asked our meditation teacher about all these special diets and the
complex meals we made each day for the meditators. At times there were too many
choices. The selection was overwhelming and attempting to choose enough to satisfy
hunger without overfilling my stomach had become a challenge. He reminded me how
removed from their usual environment the meditators are, especially for first time
participants. Food is the one tangible, familiar item that the meditators encounter each
day, other than their toothbrush or perhaps their own cushions from home. Serving
abundant quantities o f good food is comforting for people, it keeps them happy, and it
keeps them meditating. That is the most important goal. Later on in their meditation
practice people may leam not to rely on food for comfort, but, he said, most people are
used to doing so. There is only tea and fruit instead o f a meal at dinnertime so they can
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have the experience o f time not spent looking forward to a meal. But that makes it all the
more important that the meals that are served are as full o f variety and healthy choices as
possible. People will not try what makes them uimecessarily uncomfortable. Ten days o f
silent meditation iis uncomfortable enough for most people, and those who come are
brave.
Some people requesting special diets did not manage to speak their needs until a
day or two after that first afternoon before the course, which made it seem like an
endlessly mounting task. And on the third day the cancer patient let us know that her
stomach was upset; she needed food at teatime. What finally did it for me was a second
woman allergic to wheat and soy. She had rye bread with her, and that was fine, I had
been putting it out in the morning. But the afternoon when the manager told me that she
had requested a half a slice at teatime each day due to an acid stomach, I grumbled. What
kind o f niimy request was that? Everyone feels some pain or acid when no meal comes at
5 p.m. and lunch happened at 11 a m. I resented her specialness. I had not brought
special bread with me, not even on the first course. I did not get any special foods at
breakfast, or tea, for that matter. Who did she think she was? Then I remembered the
rice cakes I ate during the first course. They were out for those allergic to wheat and left
out all the time for a hypoglycemic woman. I quietly ate quite a few of those with my
fruit at teatime and they were my safely valve. Because they were there I did not have to
worry about hunger; they made me feel safe. Tears welled up in my eyes and I got a
tingling in my nose as compassion replaced resentment. Suddenly I understood what I
had been asked to do. It was my job to make someone feel safe enough to stay and delve
deep into her psyche, feel the sensations in her body—just by putting out one half a slice
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o f cold rye bread each day at 5 p.m. I could do that. I could love doing it and knew it
might be one o f the most important jobs I ever did. It certainly was one o f the most
important things I ever did for myself.
The swallows flew away on the fourth or fifth day o f the course I served. One
day they were all there, spread out along the beams over the dining hall and the next they
were gone. We thought we saw them on telephone wires around the camp, but without
binoculars we could not be sure. All o f us were excited for them, hoping they would do
well and that the same pair or their young would return next year. The kitchen work
became smooth and quick as we each found our niche in the multitude o f tasks that
needed to be done each day. There was no point in worrying. Things got done if we all
worked on our part. And my role became easier once I understood its place.
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Innocent

I feel cut off, kicked out o f the nest just when I had discovered how to settle
comfortably into its woven fibers. My passionate obsession with birding has fallen
wingless to the forest floor. I love the birds, still thrill at their voices and the shadows
that play through the trees. I long to flit in innocence with them. Not a sexual innocence
or an innocence that remains unaware o f the world, but the innocence o f being one with
life’s purpose. Birds are innocence incarnate for me. Mostly it is the little ones, the ones
that must spend much o f their time seeking insects, gleaning them from trunk and leaves
in order to survive, that raise this longing in my chest. Raven is too tricky, hawk too
cunning; they have time to ponder the state o f things. Chickadees and creepers,
nuthatches and warblers do not. They must move on, continue in their pursuit o f sun, and
air, and protein. There is no question what today demands o f them, or even this moment,
and I do not believe there is room for perversion or guilt in such a life. It is fully lived or
met with a swift end.
My life is long and stagnates some days, on others it passes in swiftly spiraling
whirlwinds o f chores and people. I do have time for guilt and its dance partner, remorse.
I also have an ethical or moral sense, perhaps overdeveloped, as well as the cravings that
cause guilt in the first place. These override survival, tell me about right and wrong and
then rearrange them so that I am not certain which is which when.
When I began working as a field biologist, ornithological study was the right
thing to do. It was about saving birds, loving them enough to spend my days tromping
through elk wallows in rubber boots, crossing icy streams that the boots could not keep
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out, or standing patiently to identify a bird as a mosquito began sucking what little warm
blood there was out o f each chilled finger wrapped around my binoculars. Sweat,
exhaustion, hunger—none o f it mattered if we got the answers, the proof that would
convince the rest o f the world that birds are in decline, and that they are worthy
barometers o f our planet’s, and thus our own, health.
Now I am not so sure. In the name o f those very studies, the ones into which I
poured my hope for life and innocence renewed, birds suffered and died. Saving a
species through science does not mean caring for each individual and prizing its life
above all else. In our scientific world the data set is the valued object and it takes on a
life o f its own, surpassing the needs o f birds and birders alike. Those once removed, the
statisticians, do not empathize with windy or freezing days that tempted us to close the
nets. They were not hearing the cries o f parent birds as they witnessed their young
entangled and removed by human hands, only to be carried o ff in a little cloth bag,
kicking. Nor were they there at the banding station, measuring and weighing feathered
furies who looked only for windows o f escape in the clutches o f another creature, and
who could not understand our motives. No one was with us when we pulled a dead
Townsend’s Warbler from its little flowered baggie. I stroked the just warm, already
stiffening yellow and black body, mourning the m ale’s brilliant colors, the song we
would no longer hear, and the female abandoned to what fate. Did she have a nest and
eggs? Who would help her?
I was on a holy crusade to save the birds. It was a selfish quest. I wanted more
than anything else to be near them, to absorb some o f their joy in motion—innocence by
association. I yearned for freedom and saw it in their flight I wanted comfort and found
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it in their fluffed feathers, their protective nests. I wanted others to find the delight and
ease I did in the forest. People need this opportunity, and saving some o f the forests and
grasslands, the marshes and rocky cliffs that support the birds might support our own
sense o f vibrant healthy living. That is what I had found. Each bird, every new set o f
plumages and behaviors was a discovery, an induction into possibility. I craved that daily
excitement, and would follow the birds for hours, thrilled by each detail o f their
existence. M y sister accused me o f memorizing the bird book. My journal was full of
what I saw and thought I saw. I bought sketchpads and artist’s pens. All for the birds; all
for myself. I would be hummingbird and visit flowers, raven and soar upside-down
chuckling, or cormorant and dive into the ocean’s brilliant depths. They all seemed to
have more purpose than I.
Science and my own seeking sent me place after place, further into the world of
birds. But delving into fieldwork I stuck my hands into nests, handled eggs, displaced
parents, spied on sexual acts. Birds shit runny berry juice down my fingers, pecked the
webbing between those same digits, scratched, kicked, screamed and bled for the data I
was collecting. Right and wrong merged then separated on opposite sides. I was sick,
physically and emotionally. It was time to quit.
The disappointment o f separation from identifying myself as an ornithologist
separated me from passion. Science would continue without my help. The birds only
saw me as predator if I looked at them too long and with too much concentrated
enthusiasm through my binoculars. I went too far before I pulled myself out. My spine
twisted and my back gave up the dream before I lost my hope o f flight with the birds.
When I fell to my knees one night mid pulled m yself up the dresser knob by knob, I
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crawled back into bed, glad only that the banding season was over and my injured body
would not be causing more stress for the birds.

I don’t bird much any more. The waterproof Sworavski binoculars with Zeiss
lenses sit near the door in case I should go out. They are a futon, books, extra camping
gear, and dance costuming, all sold in the name o f clear vision. Seeing the true
separation o f colom in a hummingbird’s tail was far more important than material items.
The feathered objects o f my passion, crystal in their clarity, were all important. Now I
see with my own unaided eye more often than not. I would rather not disturb the little
ones as they glean the branches bare and flit on until dusk hoping to gather enough
sustenance for the coming night’s cold.
My relationship with the birds is quietly joyful. Responsibility for my presence
in their lives and awareness o f our difference keeps me helplessly human. I bear the
burden o f changing my impact in the world. The birds cannot do this for me. Nor can
they be expected to bear the burden o f proof by providing convincing data that shows
exactly how and where they are in decline. Several species have already bom that burden
to finality. I f extinction is not enough, what significant set o f numbers will teach us to
care for the world that cradles our species? Humanity must look in upon itself for the
impetus to change. It begins with care taking. And the beginning lies within each o f us.
A part o f the truth is that I have been selfishly involved in trying to escape my
own suffering by freeing the birds, getting to hold them and watch their lives. Not even
chickadees are completely innocent o f petty thievery or infidelity, but they are focused
intently on survival in this world, the only one (I assume) they can imagine. That
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innocence o f intent has informed me. The birds have shown me through their fierce
presence in the here and now that to be free I must join them, not as a bird, but as a
participant. My wish to be innocent has led me away from dispassionate objectivity
toward compassionate observation. I am learning what it means to be human and to take
care o f living in human terms. My survival is dependent upon the survival o f the planet; I
am in the birds and they are in me. There can be no separation. I have come to
understand an innocent life as one spent learning to survive without consuming more than
my share—participating as an equal in life, I too may live the joy o f knowing that this
world will nourish my every moment.
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Epilogue
I live with a cat. We live in a trailer in the woods. Wood stove, three cords piled
out front, splitting maul tucked under the plastic that’s keeping it diy. It’s all there, the
quintessential Montana writer’s experience. I didn’t plan it that way, but it looks like
that’s what I am living. The cat came to me as an eight-week-old kitten. Caroline and I
found her, mewling o ff the side o f a trail, while we were conducting our owl surveys.
She sprang through the grass along side us and between our legs, and I found myself
taking her home. Springer likes watching birds too, although I cannot vouch for her
intent. But what I do know is that she, unlike the birds, appreciates and seeks out my
company.
Giving all this away—what my life has felt like—is unnerving. I feel at sea.
Solid ground still seems to be over the crest o f the next wave, and my wings tire. But it’s
the same ocean, and either my flying is getting better or I am less panicked when I feel
myself skimming the water. True wings o f compassion will find the comfort o f hallowed
ground wherever I land.

For now. Springer is teaching me about objectivity. When I want to put her collar
on, or check in her ear, or pull out a burr, I have two options. The first scenario finds me
scratched and bleeding. Springer growling deep, after I did whatever it was I thought
needed to be done for her. In this case she becomes the object o f my attention and no
longer resides with me as a feeling being. To avoid hands reminiscent of bird fieldwork,
I chose the second option. I approach Springer with a more vulnerable kind o f love. She
is actually quite cooperative when I ask for permission to touch her body, not just with
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words, but with my hands and spirit. Sometimes, she rejects these offers o f love. I have
learned to wait, and to find alternate means to get her collar around her densely furred
neck. What I am doing is for her, and it should happen according to her comfort level,
not just at my convenience.
This second, more vulnerable way o f approaching Springer is the kind o f
approach I would like to practice in all my dealings with life. Being vulnerable forces me
to ask how my actions might feel for another, considering how I might feel if someone
were acting in such a way toward me I rely on a more intuitive sense o f timing and
communication. And sometimes I judge Springer’s moods incorrectly, and my hands still
look as though I have been holding an indignant Cassin’s Auklet, pulled out o f its burrow
midday, for the express purpose o f an examination meant, in the long run, to be for its
own good.
I think that objectivity is what we do when we do not want to feel what is taking
place. In order to delve into what we have b e ^ feeling or sensing as truth, we pull
ourselves out o f our sensitive, feeling bodies and into our rational minds. Objectivity is a
way to gather knowledge, but taken too far, it cuts us o ff from the understanding we
originally sought, and instead o f reentering the realm o f feelings the problem and its
solution become rational. Objectivity allows us to gather data about what we feel without
having to feel while we are collecting the information. As an objective observer, one
imagines oneself removed from the object o f observation. An object is best defined as
something without feelings o f its own, something we do not need to empathize with. In
this way, we gather our data and produce a data set. It can be about anything, from the
productivity o f birds to the weight in pounds o f a human being. The problem is that the
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data set was collected for an object and now it must be applied to a living being. I think
that this is where the system breaks down and our treatment o f birds and human bodies
becomes controlling and contrived. By avoiding feeling the depth o f the problem, we are
no longer vulnerable to feeling the pain or loss involved. We are cut off from the joy and
love inherent in feelings o f potential loss, and we create solutions that are removed from
the possibility o f becoming more sensitive to our actions and their implications. Instead,
we seek overarching laws and rules o f the universe that we can simply follow, protecting
us from having to feel each situation. We want all interactions with auklets or gulls or
cats to occur predictably, so that we know where we stand. This is impossible. Nothing
remains the same, even for a moment. Moods change, cravings come and go, and all
things die. The best we can do is to be present and vulnerable enough to sense the
changes and respond appropriately.
One might ask, “Why care about anything if it is all bound to change?” I believe
the answer is that by realizing the impermanence o f things you are freed to care and act.
What paralyzes us is the deep, possessive fear that accompanies attachment. When we
see change, and see ourselves as part o f that change—as part o f the changing life in this
world—we can allow ourselves to respond instead o f reacting with fear or anger. The
point is to reduce suffering. Sure things change, but do you want to add fear, anger, and
pain to that process or love, wisdom and compassion? As ethereal as these sound they
are powerful forces, able to change lives, and I believe, whole societies. We are the ones
who can begin this process— individually developing our sense of connection with all
beings, including ourselves. As we find compassion for our own lives, we will, slowly,
begin to be able to share that vulnerable, powerful feeling. There will be that much less
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selfish destruction. It is up to each o f us. The birds are relying on you and me. They
will continue to live lives on the edge o f survival.

Inside my body there is still healing to do. Some days I ciy in my oatmeal,
outrage and grief flowing from my gut. I am slowly untwisting from the pelvis. During a
10-day sit in January o f 2000, my right hip relaxed somewhere deep inside, and my body
is realigning itself in the world. Although I still use food as emotional replacer, I am
better at feeding myself. And I have come to accept that humans do this—I am not
unique. In a way, that understanding is more comforting than food ever has been.
I have begun to see myself as an emotional meteorologist. What I see in the
weather is its unpredictability. Meteorologists make approximations, at best, and are
often wrong in their predictions. As an emotional meteorologist I treat my feelings as I
do the weather outside my body. I expect that it will change, unpredictably, and I
respond the best I can, knowing that it is wise to be ready to shed layers o f emotion or
change entirely in the afternoon or evening. If I am attached to the feelings I found
myself swaddled in when I woke up I may find myself trapped and sweating in them by
noon and freezing, chilled to the bone by those same feelings at night. If I let things
change, life is exciting and there is the possibility for joy at every moment.
As for Mr. Haack, there is no way to empirically know or prove what my intuition
tells me. Recently, however, another young girl accused him. He was jailed on several
counts o f sodomy, and he pleaded guilty. As much compassion as I have for her, that
much I have found for him and the tortured life he must live inside himself. I know that
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kind o f life; the only difference is that I turned my pain inward, hurting myself, even as
his flows outward.
I have begun watching birds again. Most o f the time I do it without binoculars;
and, if they show any sign o f changing their activity due to my presence, I move on, or
shift my focus. It is a shy undertaking. As I was meditating in early March o f 2000 my
landlord, Mary, erected a bird feeder. A clear tube-feeder full o f black oil sunflower
seeds hangs outside my window. The chickadees’ favorite food, these seeds are taken
one by one to the branches o f a little Douglas fir to be opened and consumed. When I
opened my eyes, and saw what she had done, I cried. A direct invitation to love the birds,
and myself, had appeared, and the feeling that I could love the world and be loved in
return was overvdielming.
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